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of the State of Utah 
DENNIS W. LYNCH, 
Plaintiff and Appellant, 
vs. 
11RCH .MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN, 
WILLIAM A. BROWN, MER TON E. 
BAIRD, GEORGE A. CHASE, JR., 
BRANDEN ENTERPRISES, SECUR-
ITY TITLE COMPANY, a corpora-
tion, and all other persons unknown 
claiming any right, title, estate or interest 
in or lien upon the money described in 
the pleadings adverse to Complainant's 
ownership or clouding his title thereto, 
Defendants and Respondents. 
and 
~lCHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., and 
NICHOLAS G. MORGAN SR. CHAR-
ITABLE FOUNDATION, a corporation, 
Defendants, Counterclaimants 
and Appellants. 
Case No. 
9406 
. Appealed from the 
Third District Court of Salt Lake County, Utah 
BRIEF OF APPELLANTS 
1 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
The pleadings in this case are somewha• · 
1 . ' invo ved au,' 
there are three volumes constituting 514 pages of tht · 
script of the evidence. In order to keep t111S Br' f · h. _e \I rt rr 
limits allowed by the Rules of this Court and , , .. 
' J, tne ,,1 •. 
time present an understandable discussion of the . respew1, 
claims of the Appellants, it will be necessary t!1 drrn 
11
1f 
attention of the Court to the pleadings and thost portiv> 
of the evidence which Appellants claim have a beai!ng 00 1:1, 
questions presented for review. 
This action wsa commenced by Denms W. Lynch 
all of the other parties hereto Plaintiff Lynch bases 11,5 
plaint upon an assignment made to him of $13,S2-t.67 by fr: 
Sierra Madre Oil Company. The assignment is JateJ jLmt ;· 
1958, and provides that the said $13,824.67, \1 h1ch 1s hel<l ~ 
escrow by Security Title Company, is assigned to Lynch 11 
trust for the purpose of enabling him to maintarn an actii~ 
to recover the money so held by the Secunty Titlt Compa11 
and distribute the same to the persons to whom the Sien• 
Madre Oil Company is indebted, excluding any claim th;r 
Arch MacDonald and his associates may have ro said nwn: 
(R. 1 and 39). 
There is attached to the Complaint and made a (''. 
thereof a copy of a Contract between Sierra Madre Oil Cirri 
pany by Donald MacDonald, its President, and Nichola~ i 1 
d · d N. h las G Mw·ri Morgan Sr. Charitable Foun at10n an ic o · ::· 
Sr. 
. M d Oil Compan·. 
Pursuant to said Agreement Sierra a re . 
1 
executed a note dated May 23, 1957, in the principal sum' 
2 
6 78 de Payable in monthly installments of $13,824.67 -96 78 . ma ~ ' N. holas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation, the 
tO the IC 
. . t to be made on or before June 6, 1957. Pursuant 
hrst payme11 . . . 
. . ·d· A reement there were delivered to the Security T 1tle 
•U ;JI g 
.. Leases on 13 826.54 acres of federal lands located r.onipany ' 
:J Grand County, Utah. By said Agreement the Leases were 
!'•be returned to the Charitable Foundation if any of the in-
'ullments wer not paid when due. When all of the payments 
we made the Leases were to be delivered to the Sierra Madre 
}! Company. (R. 6 and 69). 
Merton E Baird and George A. Chase, Jr., filed an Answer 
t:1 the Complaint in which they claimed the $13,824.37 held 
,~escrow by defendant, Security Title Company, and also filed 
J Cross-Complaint against plaintiff Lynch, in which Cross-
Comp!aint Baird and Chase claimed that Lynch was indebted 
iOthem in the sum of $20,739.81 for services rendered Lynch 
br Bmd and Chase. (R. 16). Lynch filed a Reply denying 
;tn:rall"· the allegations of Baird and Chase. (R. 19). The 
nal court held against Baird and Chase as to their claim to 
1he money in escrow, and also the claimed indebtedness to 
uem by Lynch. Neither Baird nor Chase have appealed, and, 
ntrFfore. we need not be concerned with their claims on this 
;ppeal 
Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., and Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. 
Charitable Fo d t. l .1 d . un a ion vo untan y entere theu appearance 
d~~disclaimed any interest in the $13,824.37 held in escrow 
k. N' ' 
cJt ! Kholas G. Morgan, Sr., and Virgil Petersonl as co-
partners alleged that they were entitled to $2500.00, together 
~ith interest th 
ereon, on account of money loaned to Sierra 
3 
Madre Oil Company or Dr. MacDonald in co . 
. nnection 1. :l' 
the operation of the venture of Sierra Madre O'l C · · 
. I ompan1 
and Arch MacDonald and assoCiates in drilling f . · or oil ,no 
gas on leased land. (R. 28-29). 
Security Title Company answered the Complaint in whid 
it was admitted that it held $13.824.37 in escrow It l· · ma :, 
no claim to the money so held except to pay its charges for 
services rendered in connection therewith. ( R. 2 S). The partiei 
stipulated that Security Title Company may retain the sum ~'i 
$500.00 of the money so held by it, and the Court enterea 
judgment in conformity with such stipulation. Security T:dt 
Company is not complaining of the judgment so entered 
and, therefore, this Court will not be concerned about tn: 
judgment so far as it affects the Security Title Company. 
Arch MacDonald, A. L. Branden and Branden Enterprfo 
answered the Complaint of Lynch in which they claimed ti,: 
$13,824.3 7 held in escrow by Security Title Company. (R. 6111 
Mr. Lynch filed a Reply to the Answer of Arch )L 
Donald, A. L. Branden and Branden Enterprises denying ge1 
erally the allegations of their Answer. 
Arch MacDonald and associates also filed a Cross-Compl:ic 
against Baird and Chase in which they, Arch MacDonald a1: 
associates, claim the $13,824.34 held in escrow. In light of tk 
fact that Arch MacDonald and associates were awarded 1ucc 
ment for the money held in escrow and neither Baird. nu ' 
Chase have appealed from the judgment rendered against uiem I 
we need not be concerned with that part on this appd I 
Arch MacDonald, A. L. Branden and Branden fotc: 
4 
. 1 fil 
1 a Cross-Complaint against Nicholas G. Morgan, 
onses a so ea -
'. , N' holas G Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation, in ~r., aud 1C · . . 
. h c s-Complaint they sought Judgment agarnst Morgan i·h1c ros 
d M n 
Foundation in the sum of $96, 78 5. 78, the amount an orga 
d c tn' e Leases and the sum of $207,254.91, which they pai ,or . . . 
claim to have expended m dnllrng a well on the leased land. 
They base their claim for damages upon alleged fraud com-
mitted by Nicholas G. Morgan at or about the time a contract 
for the sale of the Leases on 13,824. 3 7 acres of government 
1"~d in Grand County, Utah, was entered into. The alleged 
fraud consisted of Nicholas G. Morgan stating that Dr. Donald 
MacDonald was not to receive any part of the money that was 
to ce paid for the Leases. Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., and 
Nicholas G. Morgan Charitable Foundation in their Answer 
denied having perpetrated any fraud, and filed a Counterclaim 
on behalf of Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation, 
10 which Counterclaim a judgment was sought against Arch 
~[acDonald and associates for the sum of $96,800.00, the 
alleged value of the Leases which Arch MacDonald and asso-
Gates agreed to keep in good standing by paying the rentals 
Uleieon, and to reassign back to the Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. 
Charitable Foundation in the event they ceased to drill for 
oil and gas on the leased property. Arch MacDonald and 
associates answered the Counterclaim of Nicholas G. Morgan 
~r Charitable Foundation, in which Answer they denied gen-
erally the allegations of such Counterclaim. (R. 60-65 and 
l09)' 
The trial court rendered a judgment in favor of Arch 
MacDonald A L B d ' · · ran en and Branden Enterprises denying 
1n1 relief to f h . · any o t e other parties to the action, and awarding 
5 
a judgment against Nicholas G. Morgan Sr a d N' 
. . ' ., n 1chola1 
G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation for the sum of $96,781 't 
together $17,476.26 interest, provided that the $ · ... ·, ·· 
j ),oL, 
which was held in escrow might be applied on the d 
. JU gme~1 
after deductmg therefrom the $500.00 which the Securi~ Titlt 
Company was entitled to retain for its services in holding the 
money. (R. 204). 
Dennis W. Lynch, Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., and Nich0!J, 
G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation, jointly and semailr 
prosecuted this appeal from the judgment so rendered. (R 
212). 
It will thus be seen that the questions presented for d, 
termination on this appeal are: 
1. Is plaintili Dennis W. Lynch entitled to a judgment 
awarding to him the $13,824.37 held in escrow by defenda~t 
Security Title Company less the sum of $500.00 that Secunt: 
Title is entitled to retain for its services? 
2. Are Arch MacDonald, A. 1. Branden and Branden 
Enterprises entitled to a judgment against Nicholas G. Mor£an 
Sr., and Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation ana 
Dennis W. Lynch which was awarded by the trial court! 
3. Is the Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation 
entitled to a judgment against Arch MacDonald, A. L. Brannen 
and Branden Enterprises in the amount of the reasonable 
market value of the Leases here involved because the rentJt' 
. · ned to the thereon were not paid, and the same were not reass1g . . 
d · ultmg tn Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foun at10n res 
. . I . of t11e 
the loss of such Leases, contrary to and m v10 ation · 
6 
f A ch MacDonald and associates that they would 
\greement o r 
' t I on the Leases, and in the event they, Arch 
ray the ren a s . . 
1 id d associates ceased to dnll for gas and oil on MacDona an ' 
' d I d the Leases would be reassigned to the Nicholas ,ho lease an , ~'Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation? 
We will first direct the attention of the Court to those 
facts which we deem material and which are established with-
1,Jt any conflict in the evidence. In the latter part of April, 
JG)7, Donald MacDonald, who is referred to in the evidence 
15 Doc MacDonald, and Arch MacDonald, who represented 
rumseif. A. L. Branden and the Branden Enterprises, entered 
into negotiations concerning the acquiring of some leases in 
Grand County, Utah, which were deemed suitable for drilling 
1cr oil and gas. 
Doc MacDonald was interested 10 securing financial aid 
10 drill a well on some acreage in Grand County, Utah, and 
thought he could acquire the acreage at $7.00 per acre. That 
1hty discussed arrangements that might be had, and Doc 
stated he wanted Arch MacDonald and associates to finance 
all of the expenses for the acquisition of the acreage and 
the dnUing costs, and that he also would have to have money 
rv pay living expense for himself. It was finally agreed that 
,if profits were realized from the venture the money advances 
b) Arch MacDonald and associates should first be repaid 
aod then any additional profits would be divided between 
MchMacDonald and associates and Sierra Madre Oil Company. 
, Arch MacDonald came to Salt Lake and on May 15, 1957, 
ne met Doc MacDonald and George Chase in the Aviation 
Club That . 
· a conversation was there had in which Arch 
7 
MacDonald was informed that the price of the . acreage 11 r1,11 , 
be ~7.00 per acr~; _that Mr. Chase was asked whether he 'I;~ 
getting a comm1ss1on on the sale of the acreag d 
. e, an Mr. 
Chase stated he was getting a commission but t'n . 
' e amoum 
of the same was none of his, Arch MacDonald's b · , us10es1 
that Mr. Chase told Arch MacDonald that Doc MacD . 1 ona,ll 
was not getting any part of the purchase price or any part 
01 
the commission. (Tr. 409). 
On the following day negotiations were had in the 
of Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., concerning the sale of the Lem, 
involved in this action. There were present at such negotiationi 
Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., Doc MacDonald, George Chase. 
Arch MacDonald, and part of the time Virgil Peterson. (Tr 
417). Apparently Arch MacDonald and his associates i: 
relying on what was said at that conversation to support ther 
judgment against Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., and the Nicholii 
G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation. 
After the meeting in Morgan's off ice above ment10ned, Ar~~ 
MacDonald and Doc MacDonald went to the 0ff ice cl ' 
Mr. Garner and directed him to prepare the documents ncr• 
sary to reduce to writing the terms of the transaction thJ'. 
had been agreed to. The documents which were prepared a~! 
later executed consisted of the following: 
A note for $96,785.78, payable in seven monthly instJll 
· ll d payab:t ments of $13,826. 54 each, the first insta ment ma e . 
S. M 're 0
1 
on June 6, 1957. The note was signed by 1erra aa ·· 
N . h 1 G Morgan Ir Company and made payable to the IC o as · · 
Charitable Foundation. 
8 
·ng 13 826. 54 acres of land located in Grand 
Leases coven ' . 
1 U b were by Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Chantable 
County, ta 1, . . 
· d Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., assigned to Sierra 
foundat10n an 
0 ·1 c mpany a corporation organized under the laws Madre 1 ° ' . . 
I n l'f . which was authorized to do busmess m Utah. 
·ir ca 1 ornia, ' 
' f th Leases where the well was to be drilled was delivered 
One o , e 
, to the Sierra Madre Oil Company. The other Leases were 
' to be held in escrow by the Security Title Company under 
in)'.ructions that if any of the installments were not paid when 
due, the Leases should be returned to the Nicholas G. Morgan 
Sr Charitable Foundation. There was also executed by the 
Sierra Oil Company reassignments of the Leases back to the 
;,Jicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation to be delivered 
:o the Charitable Foundation if the agreement was not complied 
with. 
There was attached to each of the Leases assigned the 
' following instructions: 
"1. In the event ASSIGNEE (Sierra Madre Oil Com-
pany) shall at any time desire to surrender to the United 
States all or any portion of the lands covered by this 
Assignment ASSIGNEE shall first execute and mail to 
ASSIGNOR (Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable 
Foundation) at the address hereinabove set out or at 
such _other_ address as ASSIGNOR may from time to 
tlill~ m .wntmg specify to ASSIGNEE for such purpose, 
which ~ any event shall be not less than sixty ( 60) 
days pnor to the anniversary date of said lease, an 
mstrument of reassignment in quintuplicate as to the 
lands desired to be surrendered, and ASSIGNOR shall 
ha~e a period of thirty ( 30) days thereafter within 
whJCh_ to accept in writing said Reassignment. Said 
Reassignment shall contain a provision releasing and 
9 
discharging ASSIGNEE of and from all bl . 
and liabilities accruing after the delivery. 0~ igadtior:i . . h sa1 Rt 
assignment wit respect to ~he_ lands covered therebr 
If ~SSIGNO~ shal_l _not, :Vlthm said thirty (30) d;, 
penod, accept m wntmg said Reassignment and d 
1
. : 
d e~ ~n exe~ute counterpart thereof to ASSIGNEE Oi 
if havmg accepted said Reassignment, ASSIG''OR 
shall fail to obtain approval thereof by the Bure~: 
01 
Land Management or other appropriate Federal ag . . . ~ 
withm one hundred twenty ( 120) days thereafte 
then, and in either of said events, ASSIGNEE sha;J 
be relieved of any obligation of reassignment hert 
under, and if said tender of reassignment shall have 
been activated by ASSIGNEE'S desire to surrender 
said lands to the United States, ASSIGNEE, at It 
option, may proceed to surrender said lands to thr 
United States in accordance with the terms and pro 
visions of said Oil and Gas Lease. 
"2. ASSIGNEE hereby agrees to pay all rentals a; 
to said hereinabove assigned lands and ro do all other 
things necessary to maintain said Lease in good standin( 
and in full force and effect and to make any and ":: 
necessary filings and applications for the extension 
or renewal of said Lease, PROVIDED ONLY t1ac 
ASSIGNEE after reassignment or tender of reassiFn 
ment as above stipulated, shall be relieved from tDL 
performance of all lease obligations thereafter accru 
ing as to the acreage effected by said tender of re 
assignment. N.G.M. Sr." (Exhibit 1). 
The note was paid and the Security Title Company sen: 
the note, the Assignment and Reassignments to the Sierra 
Madre Oil Company at Los Angeles. (Trs. 428 and 468). 
Prior to the time the written Agreement was entered intc 
and placed in escrow with the Security Title Company, an era: 
10 
had whereby Arch MacDonald and asso-ir~angernent was . 
dvance the monev necessary to acquire the 
·iates were to a J 
l 1 Doc MacDonald was to take charge of the Leases: t 1at . 
. . ti.ons his expenses were to be paid by Arch Jnllmg opera , . 
D ld ·nd associates but he was not be be paid a salary. \[ac ona a ' . 
06, The Sierra Madre Oil Company was designated 1Tr. 4 ) . L 
h h.aser of the Leases because, as testified to by Arch r e pure . . . 
\·! Donald he was engaged in the butldmg busmess and . ac , 
depended on credit from the banks to sec~re money; tha~ the 
bankers in his area regard any gas and 011 venture as highly 
speculative, and that if it become known that he was engaged 
in such business. it would have an adverse effect on the credit 
of Arch MacDonald and associates. (Tr. 414). 
Shortly after arrangemetns were made for drawing up 
tlie Agreement for the sale and purchase of the Leases here 
involved, Arch MacDonald and Doc MacDonald went down 
10 Grand County to look over the land covered by the Leases. 
(Tr. 415). During the months of June, July, August and 
September, 1957, while the well was being drilled, Arch 
MacDonald spent every other week at the well. (Tr. 421). 
Duru;g the time the well was being drilled Doc MacDonald 
'"as at the well and kept a record of the formation through 
•.ihilh the well was drilled. Some gas was encountered in the 
drilling. (Tr. 448-449, 65 to 67, 74 to 82 and Exhibit 17). 
The well was drilled to a depth of 7400 feet while Doc Mac-
' Donald was there, and an additional 400 feet while he was 
;1 New Y k · or trytng to sell or get someone interested in the 
Leases. (Tr. 54). A geologist by the name of Jay McKenzie 
'"·as emplo d b A . ye Y rch MacDonald to assist in the drilling 
ot the well d . k 
an tn eeping of the records. (Tr. 450-451). 
11 
A Mr. Haggis was paid by Arch MacDonald t 
o analvze •n 
core and cuttings. (Tr. 451). · · 11 
On December 9, 1957, Arch MacDonald wr t . o e a lttte· 
to NICholas G. Morgan, Sr., requesting that Virg·l p 
1 etersr" 
send a list of the time the rental on the various Lea · . scs beurr, 
due. (Tr. 447; Exhibit 12). Mr. Peterson sent to Arch 
Donald the requested information, and the same was - rece11e, 
by Arch MacDonald. (Exhibit 12A, Tr. 447). The rent,
1
, 
ref erred to in the correspondence were not paid by e:th•.i 
Arch MacDonald or Sierra Madre. The Leases were forfeit:d 
because of non-payment of rentals. (Tr. 448 and Tr. 499) Tht 
Lease for 640 acres which stood in the name of Nich;las G. 
Morgan, Sr., was not cancelled. The drilling of the well \\Ji 
commenced in June, 1957, and continued through Septem2,, 
of that year. The drilling ceased in October, 1957. (Tr. i 
and Tr. 420). 
A short time before Arch MacDonald and associate· 
determined to cease their drilling operations they became d, 
couraged and concluded to sell the Leases or an interest r 
the same Doc MacDonald made trips to New York Dalla' 
Fort Worth, Cleveland and back to Los Angeles in an attemr 
to sell the Leases, or an interest therein. Nicholas G. Mor£ari 
Sr. Charitable Foundation was paid the $4.00 per acre thJ: 
it was to receive. The fifth payment was made to the Secunt, 
b D c M
1 
Title Company. A controversy then arose etween o '' 
Donald and Mr. Chase as to who was entitled ro that paymeii: 
Information came to Arch MacDonald that some creditor; 
. 1 any money thct of Mr. Chase were threaterung to evy on , 
d . ted that the la' may be owing to Mr. Chase, an 1t was sugges · 
12 
. be made directly to Mr. Morgan. The last two 
rwo payments . 
Yments were sent to Mr. Morgan. Accompanying installment pa. ·· 
f h Yments was a letter written by Arch MacDonald one o t e pa 
. · ·h h told Mr. Morgan to pay the money to the person 
1n wh1c e • • 
l d med entitled to the same. (Tr. 427, Exh1b1t 11). "ho 1e ee. 
During the time that Doc MacDonald was away from 
l.:tah attempting to dispose of the Leases here involved, Mr. 
(hast requested that the last three installment payments be 
!'lade to him; that Mr. Morgan wrote a letter to him stating 
he would make the payments to him. Mr. Morgan did write 
0uch a letter. (Tr. 308, Exhibit 25). 
During the latter part of the time the well was being 
dritled and while Doc MacDonald was attempting to sell 
the Leases, Mr. Morgan loaned to Doc MacDonald $4500.00. 
Acco,ding to the testimony of Doc MacDonald the money 
'o loaned was used to pay his expenses after Arch MacDonald 
and associates had refused to pay his expenses at the well 
.illd hJS expenses in an attempt to sell the Leases. (Tr. 55-56). 
At a iater date Morgan and Peterson loaned an additional 
$2500.0C to Doc MacDonald, which has not been paid, but 
which was to be paid by plaintiff, Mr. Lynch, if and when 
he received the money held by Security Title Company, which 
1.as assigned to him. 
There is some conflict in the evidence as to what the parties 
claim to be the facts. Such conflict is made especially apparent 
11·hen some of the evidence given in the case of George A. 
Chase, Jr., v. Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation, 
15 
cumpared with the evidence given in this case. That case 
was appealed to and decided by this Court. The decision is 
13 
reported in 339 Pac. (2d) 1019, but is not yet in the 
Reports. The principal question involved in that . 
case 1s 
same as one of the questions here involved name! . Wh 
' y. 0 ' 
entitled to the $3.00 per acre that was agreed to be ·d f·.· pa! •)I 
the Leases in addition to the $4.00 per acre that was , 
10 Dt 
paid to the Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation 
In the case of Chase v. Morgan Charitable Foundation 
I 
the trial court found that the agreement there litiga'ed, wbicf 
is the same transaction as the agreement here litigated \',Ji 
that George A. Chase should receive the $3.00 per acre, bui 
that George A. Chase, Jr., could not recover the money btcauie 
he did not have a broker's license. The Supreme Court 'Jf Ut,!1 
sustained the decision of the trial court 
The relation of this case to the case of Chase 1. 1¥lorr.rn ,, 
Charitable Foundation, supra, is explained in the followint 
examination of Mr. Chase by Mr. Browning: 
"Q. Mr. Chase, it is a fact, is it not, that I representti 
you in the case of Chase versus Nicholas Morga;, 
Foundation, which was Case No. 114,830 lG th, 
District Court of the Third Judicial District i 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that case was tried on April 22, 23 and :A. 
1958? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And isn't it a fact that at a later date Dennis Lf"f1 
brought an action against Baird and Chase and 
of the defendants in this action and you aske me 
to represent you at that time? 
A. Yes. 
14 
Q A d further, when the Branden Enterprise people 
· ca~~ in did I hav.e a discussion wit\ you with re-
spect to withdrawmg from that case. 
A. yes, you did. 
Q. And did you consent to that withdrawal? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. After that you employed your own counsel? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And consented that I go ahead on the other side of 
the case 1 
A. That's true. 
Q. Mr. Chase, I have had many discussions with you 
concerning the facts of this case, is that right? 
A. Yes, you have. 
Q. And you have answered me fairly and candidly? 
A. Yes, I have. (Tr. 255). 
Q. Now you have explained that Doc MacDonald had 
a discussion with Mr. Morgan pertaining to the 
acreage that they would buy, that it would be $4.00 
an acre, and that they would be a $3.00 override, 
is that correct? 
A. That's right 
Q. And you further testified that Doc MacDonald re-
quested that this information be kept secret from 
the Braden Enterprise people, is that correct? 
A. Yes, that's true. 
Q. What did Mr. Morgan say at this particular time? 
A. Mr. Morgan said he understood these things have 
to be done on occasions. 
15 
Q. Did he go further and say that he did ·• 
f n, care ~n much you ellows made, he hoped yo d -~ 
·11·... urnae, mi ionr ·· 
A. That's true. 
Q. Now have there been any other occasions wh et r1 
your pr~sence 1:'1r. Morgan has agreed to keep tha· 
transaction, this $3.00 overage, secret from j, 
Branden Enterprise people? 
MR. HJ\NSE~: Now, if the Court please, we object 
to this askmg 'Yhat was agreed. We insist the Wit 
ness ought to testify what was said, and where 11 
was said, and who was there and all the rest of :r 
THE COURT: Well, I think this is alrigh: for th1; 
question. Then he will have to later find out whc: 
what it was. But let's find out if there was sue~ 
a transaction. He may answer. 
A. Other than that particular transaction I don t know 
It was discussed at that meeting very thorougblr 
(Tr. 257-258). 
Mr. Chase placed the above meeting as being in mid-Mar 
(Tr. 252). 
It will be seen from the case of Chase v. Morgan Charitai:' 
Foundation, that Mr. Allen, who succeeded Mr. Browning 1) 
attorney for Chase and Baird, was of counsel for Chase in the 
case of Chase v. Morgan Charitable Foundation, supra. 
There is other testimony of Mr. Chase concerning h: 
h ts we•c I agreement with Doc MacDonald, but sue agreemen ·, i 
not had in the presence of Mr. Morgan, and, therefore, suLr 1 
D Id are,. agreements had between Chase and Doc Mac ona ' / 
no sense binding upon Morgan. ! 
16 I 
However, much of the other testimony given by Mr. 
· this case when contrasted with the evidence which 
Chase in . 
· hi·s case against Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Foundation 
he gave 10 
does show that he and his former attorney have supplied testi-
mony calculated to aid the particular action being tried without 
regard co its truth. Thus, in this case Mr. Chase testified that 
[ht agreement was that Doc MacDonald was to receive ex-
penses from the $3.00 an acre; that Doc MacDonald explained 
:c
1 
Mr. Chase that his expenses would be very high, and that 
they may even be half of the $3.00 an acre. (Tr. 300). That 
the agreement was that Mr. Chase was to get the $3.00 an 
acre and then pay the expenses of Doc; that the services rendered 
by 1fr. Chase was so rendered at the request of Doc Mac-
Donald. (Tr. 302). 
In the case which Chase brought against the Morgan 
Foundation he was asked the following questions by his then 
attorney, Mr. Browning, and gave these answers: That at a 
meeting held in Mr. Morgan's office in May (1957) at which 
time Mr. Morgan, Doc MacDonald and the witness were 
present, Mr. Chase was asked: 
"Q At this time was there anything said about your 
compensation? 
A. Not at that meeting. (R. 170). 
Q. Do you have any agreement with Mr. MacDonald 
or Donald MacDonald for any of this money (the 
$3.00 per acre) to be paid to him? 
A. No, I have not (R. 174). 
Q. Do you have any agreement with any person for any 
part of the money to be paid to them? 
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A. No, I have not." (R. 174). The mon b · 
· d b ey t'nv quire a out was the $3.00 per acre. · t m 
So far as appears there was only one meetin held , 
M M , ff' h . g L r. organ s o ice w ere 1t is claimed that Mo . rgar, an, 
Doc MacDonald and Mr. Chase were present prior to MJi 
16, 1957, when an agreement was entered into for th : e sa1e 
of the Leases. 
The alleged fraud upon which Arch MacDonald an, 
associates base their claim for damages against Nichoias G. 
Morgan and the Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Founda 
tion is based upon what was said on May 16, 1957. in fre 
office of Mr. Morgan in the Walker Bank Building. Tit 
evidence shows without conflict that Nicholas G. Morga1:. 
Sr., Arch MacDonald and Doc MacDonald were presw. 
and engaged in negotiations in which the Nicholas G. Mor~1r 
Sr. Charitable Foundation agreed to sell and the Sierra Madre 
Oil Company agreed to purchase the Leases involved in th11 
litigation. 
Arch MacDonald gave the following testimcny in the 
case of Chase v. Morgan Foundation, supra, as to what ht 
said and what Mr. Morgan said about Doc MacDonald gettin.~ 
paid a commission. 
That he met George Chase and Dr. MacDonald in the 
Hotel Utah on May 15, 1957; that on the next day, May 16rh, 
he met Dr. MacDonald, George Chase, Mr. Peterson an~ 
Mr. Morgan in Morgan-Peterson's office in the Walker Ban' 
Building; that at that time "I told him that I had had a meeting 
the previous night with Dr. MacDonad and Chase; that 1 "'~' 
l thinl 
advised that the acreage price was $7.00 per acre. · 
18 
1 ked Mr. Morgan if that price was firm or soft-like. I 
I as ·d 'N · · fi ' d 
k I d 
the word soft and he sa1 o, 1t 1s rm , an 
:Jun u5e 
· I told him 'Well you can't blame me for asking if 
1 think ' . . 
· prove upon the price and I then asked him 1f any 
H can 1m 
,,art oi the acreage price was being paid to Dr. MacDonald 
aud I explained why I asked that question; that we were relying 
10 
Dr. MacDonald's recommendation and his faith in this 
. eoue from a geological standpoint, and that we didn't 
JLf ''b 
1 ~.ant the doctor to be influenced in his judgment by reason 
,1f aD\ fact that he was getting compenstion in the matter. 
Mr. Morgan said that the doctor is getting no compensation 
~'hatever." (R. 18 5) . 
That Mr. Morgan said he had always believed that that 
11as a good area for potential oil and gas development in the 
S:ate of Utah, and he said that Dr. Stokes, who was the head 
ot ihe Geology Department of the University of Utah, had 
made certain studies of the area and had written a report, 
JOd "I don't recall especially whether he gave me Dr. Stokes' 
report at that time, or at a subsequent time, but I did know 
\''ttalked about Dr. Stokes." (R. 185). "I think Dr. Mac-
Donald said that he was going to do all of the geology work; 
that he was going to cite (sit) on the well and devote his 
full time to this operation . . . I think the next day I went 
down with Dr. MacDonald and with Mr. Chase to Hugh 
Garner's office. Mr. Garner was the attorney who was to 
draw up the papers." (R. 186). 
. Arch MacDonald further testified in the trial of the case 
01 Chase v. Alorgan Foundation: 
''Th e only discussion, as I have related was when 
I asked Mr M ·f D ' . · organ 1 r. MacDonald was gettmg 
19 
any part of the purchase price, if there was a . 
d. d h h 0; Lif1Cj' stan mg an t at t e purchase price was seve~ ' 
per acre. At that time that was my only discussion 
1 
regard to Mr. Chase. Subsequently after our agrttmeo 
had been completed and after we had made some· 
11 
ments I was informed that Chase was creatin£ 50 ~,. 
trouble, or I was informed by Dr. MacDonald .. · 
that happened several months after our agreement 
(R. 87). 
"Well, in November, the November 6th pavmr
1
.: 
was not made on time and I think I called Mr.i'vior~,r 
on long distance and said I had heard some rnmbli~~. 
about Chase and I think I had verified that by calii;1, 
Mr. Wall (attorney for Security Title) that thern,'1 
some claims and I think that in my discussion 11'1th 
Mr. Morgan I said, "Well, if there are people fightm1 
over the money, why put it in escrow.' (R. 18'\ 
"That Mr. Morgan told me that the matter had bee~ 
worked out and that if I would send the money tc 
his off ice that he would see that we would not be 11, 
jeopardy as far as our leases are concerned, and I 
made the November payment and sent it to ~11 
Morgan's office and sent a letter along with it, anc 
in the letter I asked Mr. Morgan if he would disbum 
the money to the persons entitled to it." 
There is further testimony of Arch MacDonald to ,hr 
same effect given in the trial of the case of Chase v. i\Jo:.'!'1 
Foundation, supra, which is quoted at page 184-192 of tl1 
Record. 
In this case Arch MacDonald testified concerning a cor 
versation he had May 15, 1957, and also the conversatio:' 
· t' were ha1 which was had on May 16, 1957, when negotia ions 
for the sale and purchase of the Leases here involved 
That on the evening of May 15, 1957, he was in the 
20 
. . Cl b with Doc MacDonald and George Chase; that 
111at10u u 
,, t. George Chase stated he would not let Arch 
at that mee mg . 
, Id k ow who had the acreage that was for sale until 
\iacDona n . . 
- .. th t Arch MacDonald was interested m making a rt kne\1 a • 
, h .. that Doc MacDonald stated that the price of the ·1urc ase 
r ·as $7 oo per acre and that Morgan and Peterson acreage \\ · ' 
,
1
rned or were in control of the property. That he, Arch 
~lacDonald, asked Chase whether he was getting a commission 
or, tile ,ale of the acreage, and he said, yes. Arch also asked 
!, 01 , much, anrf Mr. Chase said it was none of his business. 
ThJr he asked both Doc and Mr. Chase if Doc MacDonald 
1ras sharing in any part of the consideration for the acreage, 
•1;d eJch of them said that Doc was getting no part of the 
P'"rchase price; that Mr. Chase was asked if he was looking 
to Morgan and Peterson for the payment of the commission 
and Mr. Chase said that he was. (Tr. 409). That Mr. Morgan 
stated that Dr. Stokes of the Geology Department of the 
L:niversity of Utah had made a study and report of the area 
and that his theory was that this particular area had the pos-
11bi11ty of a pinch out up against a fault. (Tr. 412). That 
'.IL. Morgan informed Arch MacDonald that the price was 
S7.0C per acre; (hat he told Mr. Morgan that he wanted to 
'"' hether any part of the purchase price was being paid 
Drjc MacDonald; that he was relying on Doc's recom-
m~ndation for this acreage and wanted to know whether 
Dor s judgment was in any way influenced by the fact that 
ne was reu'iving t f h · · par o t e purchase price; that Mr. Morgan 
said ''T h , 
T '"0' e wouldn t be a party to anything like that." 
1 
_ r. 41 3) · That he told Mr. Morgan "that if we acquire the 
aLreage it would be a joint venture between Sierra Madre and 
21 
ourselves; that Doc MacDonald was not putting up , 
. an) tnone1. 
that we wer gomg to pay the costs of drilling and th D ·, 
. ~ oc, 
duty was gomg to be to use his best 1·udgment g l · ... · eo og1ca1:1 
and to watch the well; that the bankers particular!' · S · 
' Y ID , ti 
Francisco Bay area, regard any gas and oil venture ·sh',, a 1gn1:. 
speculative, and that if it was known that they were rn thJ 
business, it would have an adverse effect on their cred·t , , 
I , an, 
that he would make up his mind as to whose name the contricr 
for the purchase of the Leases would be made. (Tr. 
That they went down to Mr. Garner's off ice and discu·., · )),C 
the terms of the agreement and later that same day went diJi.r 
to Grand County with Doc in a rented automobile to inspecr 
the leased acreage. That he did not meet the next day in \fr 
Morgan's office." (Tr. 416). 
Arch MacDonald further testified that he paid Doc b!Jc 
Donald his living expenses during the time the well was bemc 
drilled; that he received only one invoice which covered the 
month of June, 1957; that he did not know that Ivir. Murgcc 
was lending any money to Doc MacDonald. (Tr 421-~22! 
That on October 28, 1957, he sent a check to Doc MacDona:d 
while he was in New York. (Tr. 42 3) That he received 
letter from Mr. Morgan inquiring why the payment due No1 
6, 195 7, had not been paid; that he called Mr. Morgan c·n 
long distance and told him that Doc MacDonald had told hw 
that there were certain creditors of George Chase that hJ 
put a hold on the payments, and that he understood the P'1 
ments had not been disbursed. Mr. Morgan said he had 00 
received the fifth payment, and that he understood that somr 
of the creditors of Mr. Chase were making claim to the monei 
that Arch MacDonald told Mr. Morgan that he did not sec 
22 
. .. f placing the money in escrow, and that he would 
rnv puim o 
• .1 . , ext pavments direct to Mr. Morgan; that the next 
1enu the n 1 
· . , ents were sent to Mr. Morgan. (Tr. 425). That 
t1YD pa1m 
\lr Morgan told Arch MacDonald that the matter had been 
1. d out with the creditors of Mr. Chase and that the Leases v. )r~e " 
,
1
,,uJd t,e protected; that it seemed to Arch MacDonald that 
Mr Chase had some trouble with the Internal Revenue, but 
he woulcl not say definitely; that Mr. Morgan did not tell 
Arch MacDonald that Doc MacDonald was making a claim 
to the money and Doc MacDonald did not so inform Arch 
MacDonald that he, Doc, was claiming any of the money. 
(Tr. 426). That at the time the sixth payment was made 
tiiey had stopped drilling the well; that upon request Mr. 
Morgan wrote a letter stating that they had completed the 
pavments. (Tr. 427, Exhibit 28). That Doc MacDonald told 
Arch MacDonald that Sierra Madre Oil Corporation had 
received all of the papers (papers that were placed in escrow.) 
Arch MacDonald testified as to the amount of money 
expended in the drilling operations, and a number of checks 
11tre received in evidence. (Tr. 431-434). 
_r\rch MacDonald further testified that if he had known 
riia; Doc iViacDonald was to get any of the money to be paid 
tui the Leases, he would not have entered into the contract. 
\Tr 436). 
On cross exammation Arch MacDonald testified that he 
'i a licensed att 1 i· . orney at aw, Kensed to practice in the State 
.)f California· th t · 
' a a written contract was not drawn up until 
in December 195 7 h , ; t at Mr. Browning has a copy of the 
~tcond page· th t h h 
, · a e as not been able to find the original 
23 
document, but he thought it was in his off ice in Oakland.· 
1
, 
437-438). ( ' 
That he agreed at one of the meetings in Haywa d .. r t11,1 
the Arch MacDonald interests would put up all of the mon~y 
if they went ahead in the acquisition of acreage and the drillir,c 
of a well; that if production was found Arch MacDonald woul~ 1 
receive sixty-six and two-thirds per cent, and Sierra Mad:; 
thirty-three and one-third per cent; that the living expen;. 
at the well site would be advanced by Arch MacDonald an: 
associates. (Tr. 438). That only a memorandum of the a~rtt 
" ment was drawn up in December, 1957, after the drilling 11,, 
completed and is dated December 30, 195 7. That at the timt 
the memorandum was drawn up they hoped to sell the Leas:\ 
and the money paid could be recouped. Doc MacDonalil 
stated that he had some one in Texas and in New York d10 
were very much interested in the acreage; that he did 110: 
ask Doc to secure a purchaser, but he sent Doc $1000.011 
while Doc was in New York; that the Leases were still in 
full force and effect in December-January, 1958. That the 
rentals which fell due on July 1, 1958. That at one time lie 
told Virgil Peterson "that we were very much disappoinrea 
in the outcome and I think I told him that after I found 0111 
the Doctor's interest in the purchase price of the acreage 
that he had no intention to pay those Leases after he found 
out what had happened in this transaction; that the W!tDtil 
did not have the Leases. Doc MacDonald had the Leases 
that so far as the witness was concerned the contract wa, 
d d ·1r adt completed when the Leases were paid for an n mg m 
to a depth of 4600 feet; that they went far deeper than callee ! 
for by the agreement. (Tr. 441). That the witness does 
001 
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of the original agreement and he cannot 
'.t:all the terms 
positively that the provision as to the reassignment 
h d to the original Leases. (Tr. 442). That the 11 .,, attac e 
.' d claim to the money in escrow after he learned 
1,,m1ess ma e . 
f avments are to go to Nicholas Morgan Foundat10n, 'hat our p / ;~d three payments to go to Doc MacDonald or Sierra Madre 
01 
anvone ·else. That title was taken in the name of Sierra 
.V!adre for convenience and that we as Branden Enterprises 
11 ere gomg together with Sierra Madre in this project. (Tr. 
+i) That iri the spring of 1958 the witness told Virgil Peterson 
'har be was disappointed in the outcome of the venture; that 
ther had spent a lot of money; that Mr. Peterson said, "We 
recognize that," and the witness said, "No one can accuse us 
of not living up to our agreement of not drilling this well,'' 
and he said, "We have no complaint with you in this regard." 
(Tr. 446). Witness said he was not sure whether there was 
any discussion of the rental other than I told him that we 
were no longer interested in acquiring any more acreage, and 
Mr. Peterson made no request or any demand that we pay 
the rentals. Witness did write the letter dated December 9, 
195 7, (Exhibit 12) requesting that witness be informed when 
the Leases became due, and that he received the answer. (Ex-
hibit 12A, Tr. 447). That the leases lapsed during the time 
that they were attempting to sell the same and get their money 
oack. (Tr. 448). 
Arch MacDonald further testified that he complained 
because Doc MacDonald was engaged in some local fiesta 
Jnd growing a goatee and playing acowboy, and that he should 
be a geologist. (Tr. 449). That Doc MacDonald complied 
111th a req t . ues to cease so actmg. (Tr. 450). That witness 
25 
understood that Mr. Chase was to be paid a com · · 
m1ss1on th· 1 
Doc MacDonald told Arch MacDonald that (h· · " ~ asc was n,1• 
entitled to a commission, and Arch MacDonald t Id ' 
o Del 
MacDonald that he did not see how they could sto (L. 
p lid)( 
from getting a commission, and that he r'°quested 'D ~ oc tl 
withdraw his objections to Chase getting a commission. (Tr 
457). 
Arch MacDonald testified that he ceased drilling becauit 
Dr. Stokes told him that there was no need of going deepe; 
(Tr. 464-465). 
Dr. MacDonald was subpoenaed by both Nicholas ~1 
Morgan Sr., and Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Chantable foun. 
dation, and also by Arch MacDonald and associates (Rn 
and 160). 
Mr. Morgan testified that he is president of the NichoL 
G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation; that he gave a ci1ec 
for $23,153.08 to Donald MacDonald which came out ot tne 
two installment payments which Arch MacDonald paid 01 
rectly to him, which was part of the $3.00 per acre that 11,, 
not to be paid to the Charitable Foundation; that Chase anJ 
Dr. MacDonald were having a dispute about who was entititc 
to the $3.00 per acre. That he received the letter dated t\n 
vember 14, 1957, before he turned the money over to D: 
MacDonald (Tr. 70)). That at the time the money °'ia' 
turned over to Dr. MacDonald he was owing him $45000i! 
(Tr. 11). That he also loaned Dr. MacDonald $250000 
which has not been paid. (Tr. 13). 
On cross examination Mr. Morgan stated that he did not 
recall Mr. Chase and Dr. MacDonald being in his office before 
26 
. D ald and Doc MacDonald came to his off ice. 
,\tch ]lhc on . . 
• 1 ~1. That the Charitable Foundat10n never claimed more 
1
.
11
. '. ;
0
·, per acre for the Leases, some of which stood in the 
[llcD $~ · U • 
f ·he witness. (Tr. 16). That witness understood the nJme o. r 
.1 • acre was to be turned over to Dr. MacDonald; that ~; U1. pe" 
. 'rcb MacDonald told witness to pay the money to Dclause .'L 
, .. erson who was entitled thereto and because Arch and 
,,Jc p 
Doc were in the deal together he thought Doc was entitled 
tJ have the money turned over to him. (Tr. 17). That at the 
rime the deal for the sale of the Leases he did not have an 
~igreement with Dr. MacDonald that the $3.00 per acre would 
'oe paid to him. (Tr. 19). That Mr. Chase was claiming the 
checks, but he, Morgan, did not see him (Chase) in the deal. 
(Tr 20). That Mr. Chase insisted that he was entitled to 
the money and he, Morgan, wrote a letter telling Mr. Chase 
:hat he would pay the money to Chase. (Tr. 21). That he, 
;vlorgan. does not recall a telephone conversation with Arch 
MacDonald about the money being tied up by the creditors 
oi Chase. (Tr. 22). 
That at the time the money was turned over to Dr. Mac-
Donald, he, Morgan, knew that the Sierra Madre was a cor-
poration, and that Arch MacDonald and associates were ad-
ia.iching money to purchase the Leases; that he does not 
recall ei1er discussing the matter of who was to receive the 
S
7
.00 per acre that was to be paid for the Leases. (Tr. 23). 
That the doctor was the leading spirit in the deal and he 
110u
1d "ccept th d f h d ' a e wor o t e octor as readily as the word 
C'f :\rch M D ld Th 
1
• .ac ona . at the agreement which was placed 
.escrow is dated May 24, 1957. (Tr. 25). That he gave 
Doc MacDonald the check (Exhibit 8) on December 16, 
27 
1957, for $23,153.08; that Exhibit 7 represents th S. 
e 4'UU 
loan that he made to Dr. MacDonald. (Tr. 28). Th t · ,J,. 
a it 1 \1 
make any difference to him who got the money . : . ., ~o ion·· 
it went to the right person; that Mr. Chase did not teU\,-, 
that if he didn't get the money he would take tht en•;: 
transaction to Arch MacDonald. (Tr. 29). That no one ti. 
told him that it would be a fraud on Arch MacDonald ~ 
the money was paid to Doc MacDonald. (Tr. 30). That :11. 
Huntsman was present when the money was turned ove· 
Doc MacDonald; that Mr. Lynch was not present. (Tr. :: 
On further cross examination by Mr. Allen, Mr. Mori'.: 
testified that Doc MacDonald demanded the $27,UOO.OO (T 
34). That the four payments came through the Siem Ma.)1, 
Oil Company. (Tr. 35). That he received calls from cred::.1, 
of Mr. Chase, but he does not recall who. (Tr. 36). That ~.he 
Doc MacDonald returned from the East and he and his attorne 
came to his off ice and demanded the money, he paid the sam: 
to Doc. (Tr. 38). That Doc MacDonald asked that thnhec! 
be made payable to him and not the Sierra Madre Oil Cw 
pany. (Tr. 40). 
Upon being recalled Mr. Morgan further restirieJ c 
cross examination by Mr. Allen that he wrote and signed tL, 
letter dated August 8th and sent the same to George Chase 
that he did not discuss the writing of that letter with D · 
MacDonald before he wrote the same; that he does not rec 
Mr. Chase coming to his office. (Tr. 309). That when 1 ~ 
1 
· · th t Mr Ch": wrote the letter he was under the 1mpress10n a · · 
was entitled to the money. (Tr. 308). That when witnei· 
d h kn that ther' paid the money to Doc MacDonal e ew 
28 
. ' . unterprise and he thought that when he paid the 
11as a io,nt '" - . . . 
D ( MacDonald he was paying 1t to the Enterpnse. money to o 
, 1 .. ) Ti1at he did not meet Dr. MacDonald before he (Tr. ) :i . 
, -h· MacDonald but he did have a telephone conver-
met .>fl ' ' 
· ·t11 htm (Tr 113). That he did not have an agreement sat1on w1 ' · , · -
·iith Doc MacDonaid that he was to get the $3.00 per acre; 
I., le was merely interested in the $4.00 per acre that went I '"' 1 
'·' him. ·,rhat Doc MacDonald brought the case into the office 
~od he thought the $3.00 should go to him. (Tr. 316). That 
he Jocs not recall that there was a discussion that the $3.00 
-hou:d gc to Doc; that at the time the deal was made Doc 
rcld him he was to receive the three checks. (Tr. 318) . 
On further cross examination Mr. Morgan testified that 
upon receiving the transcript he believed Mr. Chase was in 
his office with a group of people. (Tr. 333). That he thought 
Doc MacDonald had been in the off ice the day before the 
meeting with the group, and was told that Mr. Morgan wanted 
S4.00 per acre and three per cent override, and he said he had 
put up a deal with Arch MacDonald at $7.00 per acre. That 
he Jid not agree that he would keep the $3.00 secret from 
Arch MacDonald; that he never agreed to keep it a secret; 
that he did not te!l Chase not to go to Arch. (Tr. 334). That 
it was none of his concern whether the $3.00 was to go to 
Doc; thar Doc and Arch were working together and he thought 
thev understood their deal; that when the deal was made he, 
Arch MacDonald, Doc MacDonald, Virgil Peterson, and from 
reading the transcript, he helieves that Chase was present; 
that .Mr. Peterson is a partner of the witness, but does not 
reoresent the Foundation. (Tr. 325). That he did not tell 
Arch MacDonald that he, Morgan, was getting $4.00 per 
29 
acre because he thought Arch understood it Th t D 
. ·a ochad 
told the witness that he, Doc, and his Company 
was to grt 
the $3.00 per acre; that Doc told the witness what the <l~, 1 
was, but did not tell him to keep it a secret. (Tr. 337). "' 
That he does not recall Arch MacDonald asking whether 
the property could be bought for less than $7.00 per acre. 
(Tr. 343). That he does not recall the question of tbe pric~ 
coming up until after they stopped drilling. That it 11, 
called to his attention by Dr. MacDonald that before the 
meeting was held where the negotiations were had about the 
sale of the Leases, Arch MacDonald was informed that tlio 
$3.00 per acre should go to Sierra Madre and the $4.00 ~·ai 
to go to the Morgan interests; that Doc MacDonald and Arcn 
MacDonald were present at that meeting; that he was co 
fused about what happened three or four years ago. (:r 
346). That he has recollection of that meeting. (Tr. 347) 
That he recalls he testified at the trial of the case of Clw 
v. Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation: that he dlo 
not recall anything about payment of a commission at th 
meeting when the deal for the sale of the Leases was discusse.J 
(Tr. 348). That he did not recall a discussion with Ar[r 
MacDonald until the same was called to his attention by D: 
MacDonald. (Tr. 3 51) . That he does not recali the exac 
words that were used, but he does recall that Doc MacDom:i 
disclosed to Arch MacDonald that his Company was to rece:r, 
$3.00 per acre and the Foundation $4.00 per acre. (Tr l):! 
That Arch MacDonald never told him that he was dependir: 
on the loyalty and fidelity and judgment of Doc MacDon~d 
(Tr. 359). There were no secrets between witness and Arcr 
MacDonald; that Arch MacDonald never told him that ~ 
30 
t Y 
of the money to go to Dr. MacDonald; 
did not wan an 
.· . h h d known that there was a controversy between 
rna: :f e a 
Id have gotten them together; they were together r!,cm, he wou 
. h ·t drilling. (Tr. 360) . That he cancelled the 
until t ey qui . 
,. e Chase the money because Chase has misstated 
Jtter co giv 
t. rt (T- 364-365). That witness did not agree to pay the al s. i. 
I . Y to 
Doc MacDonald until he came into the off ice 
tie mone 
and demanded the money. 
Mr. Virgil Peterson was called as a witness by Mr. Brown-
in~ and testified that he was a partner with Mr. Morgan, 
Sr~. on May 23, 1957, and has been such since that time; that 
he ~elieved he notified Arch MacDonald of the rentals on 
the Thompson acreage in 1957. (Tr. 495). That he sent the 
uriginal of the letter, Exhibit 12A, to Arch MacDonald; that 
he did not send any further notice to Arch MacDonald. (Tr. 
496). Upon being recalled and examined by Mr. Hansen, 
Mr. Peterson further testified that Arch MacDonald never 
told him that he didn't "intend to pay the rental on the Lease." 
That the Leases, other than the one that stood in the name 
of Mr. Morgan, were cancelled almost immediately after the 
rental became due and was not paid, and were quickly re-
located. (Tr. 499). 
Mr. Chase testified that he was present at the meeting 
feld in the office of Mr. Morgan when the negotiations were 
had · concerning the purchase and sale of the Leases here in-
\'01Yed I b ' · n su stance he testified that Arch MacDonald stated 
that the Branden Enterprises were providing the funds to drill 
the weil th · · · f , e acqms1t1on o the acreage; that they were backing 
Doc MacDonald and the Sierra Madre Oil Company; that 
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Arch MacDonald asked Mr. Morgan 1f by any rem t h 
o e c an . 
Doc MacDonald was receiving any money or any funds " 
the purchase price of this property to his knowledo-e , 
b , ana ~\!: 
Morgan answered "Absolutely not." That kch MacDond 
told Mr. Morgan that they were depending on Doc .MacDon,:.J 
one hundred per cent to acquire the property, and that ht 
11
., 
running the whole show. That he was the Geologist; th 1t / .. 
stated the location for them, and that he had carte blanu, 
at that time, that is, that they were behind him and we::e givn< 
it the full go; that Mr. Morgan stated that this price was hr~ 
at $7.00. 
Dr. Stokes was called as a witness by Counsel for ;11: 
Morgan, Sr., and the Charitable Foundation and Lynch, anc 
testified in part as follows: 
That he is a Professor of Geology at the Univers1r: .: 
Utah and has a doctor's degree from Princeton Universir: 1· 
Geology; that he is familiar with the property involved 1: 
this controversy. (Tr. 319). That he has written a sho;t ,(t 
logical opinion on the petroleum possibilities of this tra,, 
that he examined many samples of the well here invch:. 
while it was being drilled. (Tr. 320). That he regarded U't 
area more favorably now than he did when he renderect 
report. The report was offered in evidence, but upon objecti. 
its reception was denied. (Tr. 321). On pages 332 and>:· 
of the Transcript will be found his description of the terrirur 
That in his opinion the drilling of the well here involved 1·'' 
not deep enough. It should have a depth of 9500 to 12.0'.i 
feet· that Arch MacDonald consulted him after the well hi 
' ' 
been started, and perhaps previously on one occasion (.r,:. 
1 
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to the office of witness. (Tr. 323). That 'I" LJrJnald came . . 
D ld 
was apparently getting discouraged, and 
1 t.Iac ona 
aged him to go at least 1000 feet more ,,, Stokes encour 
". '_ 
0 
f th expenses already incurred, and he was probably 
t' JrJS~ 0 e ' 1 .~, about to the ob1·ective. (Tr. 324) · 
~ctt1ng 
, .. : H Larsen was called as a witness by counsel for Le,vts .. 
·· , l . G 1Morgan Sr and the Charitable Foundation. He )\icno a~ . ' ., 
:emfied as to his familiarity with and dealings had with leases 
. h 1cmitv of the Leases here involved. He placed the value JI, t .t V . 
JS hemg $7.00 per acre. His testimony will be found on pages 
:1.;3 to 280 of the Transcript. 
Witnesses called by Arch MacDonald and associates 
placed the value of the Leases at much less than the value 
placed oy Mr. Larsen. 
In light of the fact that the court below dismissed the 
daun of the Nicholas Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundation no 
useful purpose will be served to discuss such evidence. W ~. 
direct the attention ot the Court to such evidence to show 
that the Leases were very valuable, and the Charitable Foun-
dation sustained substantial damage because they were lost 
Jnd not returned to the Charitable Foundation as agreed by 
.\rch MacDonald and associates, or the Sierra Madre Oil 
Cu1npanv through whom they were contracting and carrying 
1:i the business of drilling for gas and oil. 
Heretofore we have directed the attention of the Court 
ro rhe evidence as it relates to the controversies between 
>Jicholas G. Morgan and Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable 
Foundation on the one hand, and Arch MacDonald and asso-
ciates on the other hand. Some of the evidence offered at the 
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trial bears on both the controversies between Arch M D 
. ac onaJJ 
and associates and Morgan and the Charitable Fo d · 
. un at1on, and 
a~so between plamtiff Lynch and Arch MacDonald and 
3550 
oates. 
The attention of the Court is again directed t0 the tes:: 
mony of Arch MacDonald that he was advised at a ,,. t .1ee rn • 
held in he Aviation Club on May 15, 1957, that Mr. Chai: 
was to be paid a commission out of the money paid for d 
Leases, and was told that it was none of Arch's busmess as 
the amount; that Doc MacDonald was not going to receJ1e 
any of the money. (Tr. 407). 
On cross examination Arch MacDonald told Doc illt 
Donald not to object to Chase being pa.id a comrn1ss1011 ou: 
of the money for the Leases. (Tr. 456-457). That he c,u;j 
have no objection if Chase was to get all of the $3 00 pe1 Jlrt. 
(Tr. 258). 
Mr. Lynch testified that he helped Doc MacDonald m d1; 
oil transaction, and advanced him about $16,000.00. most of 
which has been paid back; that he was to be paid $1.50 1.11 
acre for about 13,000.00 acres; that he has not beeen pa1u 
for his services (Tr. 119). That he had some dealings pnor 
to the time the contract was entered into for the purchase o: 
the Leases here involved. (Tr. 120). He had personal contac: 
with Doc MacDonald almost daily during the time he 1131 
drilling the well and up to a time he understood that Brandti' 
Enterprises were paying for the operations, but he understood 
that they quit paying. (Tr. 121). Exhibit 18 is the written 
agreement that Mr. Lynch had with Doc MacDonald; that 
the $1200.00 was loaned Donald MacDonald in the first part 
34 
. . t 1957. (Tr. 122). That he was advancing money 
or ,\ugus , . 
, . ~rcrra Madre Oil Company and expected to be paid; that 
;·;' ';.la·.:Donald told him that the Branden Enterprises had 
. 1 ··avrng h•s Doc MacDonald's, expenses, and that he 
•'lppeu r ' . ' 
. .. . 
1
,, to get some assistance. (Tr. 123). He advanced 
\\JI c!)ll b 
,. . 'i' ocDonald about $16 000.00; that he drew some of the 
Udt JY "· ' 
, 1 _.~nc-r from a savings account; that he advanced some money 
ro O~c MacDonald as late as 1959; that he never notified 
,hh MacDonald nor the Branden Enterprises that he was 
ad'lancing money to Dr. MacDonald. (Tr. 123-124). That 
l;e does net know what the money was spent for; that he 
c:spccted to get the money back from the Sierra Madre Oil 
(Jrnp~ny out of the escrow money. (Tr. 125). That he saw 
~lr. Morgan two or three times; that he has seen Mr. Morgan 
\\tth Doc MacDonald and Willard Huntsman. That they had 
not discussed the escrow. ( Tr. 126). He expected the Sierra 
,\ladre to pay the money. (Tr. 127). He signed Exhibit 20 
m an attempt to settle the controversy between Chase and 
JOL MacDonald as to the money held by Mr. Morgan. (Tr. 
J27-i28). 
Objection was made by Counsel for Mr. Lynch as to the 
1r.qu1r) about the letter because it is made to appear that it 
\'.'as an attempt to compromise. The objection was by the Court 
Ji·erruled. (Tr. 128-129). The letter was composed by Dr. 
,i!dcDonald. (Tr. 130). That the agreement that he, Chase, 
··eis to be paid $1.50 was made some time before the letter 
· 
1s writt d b f · en. an even e ore the deal was made with Branden 
;:nterpnses (Tr. 130). That the attempt was to compromise 
the d1soute bet , D M . ~ ' v. een oc acDonald and Chase and Baird. 
I ir. ; .H) · He does not recall any statement made by Chase 
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that he would take the entire matter to Arch M D , 
ac onala 
that Mr. Chase was trying to get the $3.00 which , . · 
\\as mu it 
than he was entitled to. (Tr. 132). He recalled Mc Chai 
and Baird being in Grand Junction, but does not recall ch; 
1 
dates. (Tr. 133). Doc MacDonald paid the witness $90neol' 
which he thought was in October, 1957, but it may have beei 
in December. Doc gave him, Lynch, some money with whiLn ! 
to pay some of his obligations. The total may have bee: 
$12,000.00. (Tr. 135). He testified to several bills that b: 
paid. (Tr. 136-137). A number of checks that Mr. Lvnc 
had given to Doc MacDonald and to pay some of his. 1)1, 
MacDonald's, obligations were received in evidence. (Tr · 
144). That when the $1200.00 was advanced to Dr. MJc 
Donald he stated the Branden Enterprises were trying to i·Jrr: 
him out of the deal, and he needed some money; that he 1n 
not going to relinquish his interest in the drilling of tbs \W 11 , 
and that he offered Mr. Lynch the deal. (Tr. 145). Heh,') 
been repaid most of the money he advanced, but has not beer. 
paid for his service. (Tr. 149). 
Dr. MacDonald testified that by the agreement enterei 
into between Arch MacDonald and Sierra Madre Oil Corn 
pany, Arch MacDonald and associates would enter into' 
1 
venture with Sierra Madre Oil Company in which Arch M,c 
Donald and associates were to pay all costs of acquisition o! 
the acreage, all the costs of development, and pay all cos:i 
of the witness in conjunction with any of the workings dealmg : 
with those acreages, but was not to be paid a salary. Thai 
I 
he was President of the Sierra Madre Oil Company anc 
the owner of in excess of 80% of its stock; that at the nme 
. f th L . t was qualihec of the transaction for the purchase o e eases 1 
36 
l
·n Utah (Tr. 49). That the agreement between 
10 do bJ~1ness · . ~i~r:a Madre and Branden Enterprises was ~hat Sierra . Madre 
iiJ' to 
1
eceive 40% and Branden Enterprises 60% mterest 
. T o 
5 
That before any attempt was made to sell the w tt1e __ ,_ase · 
. . '1r BaHd requested Dr. MacDonald to find out if Lea)e~ lV . 
J L 
. es -0 uid be bought by Sierra Madre at $7.00 per t 1e eas . L 
a\•able a dollar an acre per month. (Tr. 50) . He did acre. p 1 
not know whether Arch MacDonald was a member of Branden 
Enterprises or merely representing them as their attorney; 
,11 at a meetmg was held in Mr. Morgan's office in May, 1957, 
.,, hen negotiations were had for the purchase and sale of the 
Leases here involved; that at that meeting Arch MacDonald 
a)ke<l Mr. Morgan whether or not Donald MacDonald was 
r,ettmg anything out of this money that was being paid for 
these Leases; that Mr. Morgan did not answer. (Tr. 51). He 
1\'as quite shocked about it and the matter was changed to a 
discussion of the deal; that he believed George Chase was 
present at the meeting. (Tr. 5 2) . He testified he had about 
forty years of geological work in the oil and gas business, 
and had a degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the University 
of Vienna. (Tr. 53). He directed the drilling until it reached 
a depth of 7400 feet, and his Geologist reported it was drilled 
an additional 400 feet while he was away. The drilling ceased 
the latter part of October or the first of November, 1957, 
llecause the Arch MacDonald interests stopped the drilling 
whik· he was in New York trying to sell the Leases. (Tr. 54, 
5)\. He borrowed $4500.00 from Mr. Morgan to defray 
expenses in going to New York, to Cleveland, ot Dallas, Fort 
Worth and returning to Los Angeles, transacting business in 
,•innect' · h ' ton wit an attempt to sell the Leases here involved. 
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He received a check from Arch MacDonald f $-
. or )00.oo • J 
apply on his expense. (Tr. 55-56). That Al Brand h ' 
en, t roug[ 
Arch MacDonald, refused to make any further 
1 
. . . . payment o: 
his expenses rn connect10n with the drilling of the ll· 
we . tha1 
at the time of the refusal there were several bills wh· l 
. Klu~ 
becomrng due; that he was unable to continue unless he couio 
get some financial assistance to protect his inter 0 st' a• I h. ~ '' ,ll tr· 
interest of other parties. (Tr. 5 7). Over a period ot . . . t1,nr , 
Mr. Lynch advanced him considerable money, an<l he beli~"r: 
it was in excess of $20,000.00. That he executed plainti.t 
Exhibit 15 as evidence of money advanced hy M;. Lrnr 
which is the money held in escrow by the Security Title Cu.: 
pany. (Tr. 59). Exhibit 15 was received in evidence. (L 62) 
Dr. MacDonald testified at some length concernmt; '.'t 
record he kept of the drilling, some of which record wJs 
received in evidence. He testified that some gas and 011 \\Ji 
encountered. (Tr. 64 to 82). In his opinion there is a gooa 
potential in the area covered by the Leases for finding oil 
and gas; that he was compelled to cease his operat10ns because 
Arch MacDonald and associates refused to pay his expense, ; 
which were incurred after about the first of August. (Tr. 8: 1 
He does not have the exact figures of the amount that tlie1 
refused to pay, but with his own funds and the loans he maic 
from others, it would very nearly approach $20,000.00: th 11 
Mr. Lynch made investigations prior to the acquisition "1 ' 
the Leases, and of George Chase. (Tr. 84). He paid a numbe: 
of the expenses. (Tr. 85 to 96). The $3.00 per acre was place, 
in the Contract to pay the expenses and more than that amoun: 
was used in payment of expenses. (Tr. 86). The Arch M~c 
Donald interests knew about the claims of Chase for $1.JU 
38 
pt! acre at the inception of the transaction. (Tr. 97) .. A~ch 
D aid was informed about the expenses at the A v1at10n Mac on 
( -1 , . n' 1·ch was had before the meeting with Mr. Morgan, c,tUIJ, W 
ind at which meeting the price of the Leases was discussed. 
(Tr 95). He did not tell Arch MacDonald that the $3.00 
: acre, was to be used for expenses. (Tr. 102). 
}'er 
He repeatedly demanded that Arch MacDonald reduce 
the Contract to writing, but Arch MacDonald always evaded 
cr'd said he was too busy. (Tr. 104). It was finally agreed 
~. 1 th Mert Baird that he would get $1.50 per acre. (Tr. 106). 
He dici not have a transaction with Mr. Chase about the $3.00 
per acre. That Mr. Morgan was wrong when he testified that 
he did not remember meeting him before he met Mr. Mac-
Donald; that he and Chase met Mr. Morgan in his off ice 
about a month before the meeting with Arch MacDonald. 
!Tl. 107). At that meeting it was agreed that the Foundation 
ll'as to be paid $4.00 per acre for the Leases; that what should 
b,, done with the $3.00 per acre was not discussed. (Tr. 108). 
He has frequently discussed the transaction of the acquisition 
of the Leases here involved with Mr. Lynch. (Tr. 110-111). 
Prior to the time Mr. Lynch signed the Certificate marked 
Exhibit 13 he assisted Sierra Madre in acquiring some ground. 
\Tr. 112). Mr. Lynch knew about the transaction had for 
the purchase of the Leases here involved. (Tr. 112). The 
transaction between the Foundation and Sierra Madre was 
at S4.00 per acre, and if he could sell the acreage for $7.00 
per acre, that is good business and is done every day. (Tr. 
T) M 1 
' r. Lynch was to get $1.50 per acre and Mr. Chase 
Sl.50 per acre, which would leave nothing for him, which 
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for two years he has been trying to tell them· that he g t 
' o nothi:it 
out of the deal. (Tr. 115). 
The Branden Enterprises cut off the paymer•l 1 . ' o n11 
expenses about the first of August, 195 7, and he so informt~ 
Mr. Lynch. (Tr. 173). Mr. Baird sent the witness some plJts 
of the land covered by the Leases here involved. (Tr. ,.~ 1 
In the discussion it was agreed that Mr. Baird would recel\t 
$1.50 per acre. (Tr. 178). He does not recall the agreerntir 
to be that Mr. Baird was to receive the $3.00 per acre, and 
reimburse him, Doc MacDonald, $1. 50 per acre. He believes 
he informed Mr. Morgan that Baird was to receive SJ\O 
per acre. (Tr. 180). He does not propose payrng :Mr. Banc 
the $1.50 per acre at this time. That of the money he recei1e0 
from Mr. Morgan, Mr. Lynch received about $12,000.0Q 
$3500.00 was paid to Mr. Huntsman; that he may have di'· 
cussed with Mr. Lynch he had agreed to pay Mr. Baird SJ il1 
per acre. (Tr. 182). He and his wife are the only stockholdm 
in the Sierra Madre Oil Company; that when the check ;,•1 
$27,000.00 was paid to him it was in payment to Sierra iY!afa 
Oil Company. (Tr. 183). That when the agreement was ma<lc 
that Mr. Lynch was to receive one-half interest in the $28,000.C·J 
at the time the $1200.00 was advanced. It was agreeu tmt 
Lynch was to advance all of the necessary expenses in 1elatio11 
to the Leases, except those expenses that he could secu ~ 
from Arch MacDonald. (Tr. 184). He claims a 1ittle over 
$4000.00 of the money in escrow for himself. (Tr. 19i) 
That the $2500.00 which is owing to Morgan and Peterson 
. f th expen'ei on the note was used to defray a portion o e · · 
incurred at Dallas, Texas, in attempting to sell the Leases 
40 
. 6) He does not recall telling Arch MacDonald that 
(Tr '
9 
·d. Qt 2500 oo from Morgan and Peterson. (Tr. 197). he borrowe 'il' • 
Doc ~vfacDonald was recalled and testified that at a meet-
1 i'd 111 Mr Morgan's office at which meeting he, Mr. ,...,,1 i)e · 
"'1t nd Arch MacDonald were present, and Mr. Peterson ~ organ a 
L • nd out Mr Morgan informed Arch MacDonald that was in a ' · 
the Foundation was to be paid $4.00 per acre, and the other 
SW! per acre was to be reserved to pay expenses. (Tr. 510). 
The foregoing is a summary of only a part of the evidence 
received at the trial. However, in our opinion, it contains all 
those portions of the evidence that have a bearing on the 
quesoons which are presented for review on this appeal. 
The following are the Points upon which Appellants rely 
for a reversal of the Judgments appealed from. 
POINT ONE 
THE TRIAL COURT WAS WITHOUT JURISDICTION 
TO DETERMINE THAT ARCH MACDONALD AND AS-
SOCIATES ARE ENTITLED TO THE MONEY THAT IS 
HELD IN ESCROW BY THE SECURITY TITLE COM-
PANY 
POINT TWO 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO HOLD 
THAT PLAINTIFF DENNIS W. LYNCH IS ENTITLED 
TO THE MONEY HELD IN ESCROW BY THE SECURITY 
TITLE COMPANY TO BE APPLIED TO THE PAYMENT 
41 
OF THE OBLIGATI~NS OF THE SIERRA MADRE Cir 
COMP ANY AS PROVIDED FOR IN THE ASSIGN'!£ ---
11 ~I 
A COPY OF WHICH IS ATTACHED TO THE CO:i: 
PLAINT. ( R. 196-200). 
POINT THREE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKIJ\'C THE FOi 
LOWING FINDINGS OF •FACT EITHER BEC\USE TE~ 
SAME ARE \X/HOLL Y WITHOUT SUPPORT IN TF: 
EVIDENCE OR BECAUSE THERE IS NO SUBSTAl\TL1l 
EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE SAME: 
(a) THAT PART OF FINDING NUMBERED FOJT 
WHERE THE COURT FOUND THAT "PLAJ:: 
TIFF DENNIS W. LYNCH AND NICHOLAS C 
MORGAN, SR., AND NICHOLAS G. MORG.1' 
SR. CHARITABLE FOUNDATION HAD BOTH 
ACTUAL AND CONSTRUCTIVE KNOWLEDG[ 
OF THIS AGREEMENT (that Arch MacDonald an: 
Associates would pay the costs of the venture ht:: 
involved) AT ALL TIMES MATERIAL TO Tl-il' 
CAUSE." (R. 194). 
I 
I 
i 
(b) THAT PORTION OF FINDING NUMBERED 
FIVE WHEREIN THE COURT FOUND TR~T 
"AT THAT TIME AND PLACE (when the ne;-1 
tiations were had for the sale and purchase of :~., , 
Leases here involved) DONALD MacDONAL~' 
DEMANDED A PORTION OF THE $4.oo PER 
ACRE BONUS PAYMENT FOR HIMSELF A' 
COMPENSATION FOR MAKING AND RECml· 
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MENDIN<:i- THE CONTEMPLATED BUSINESS 
TRANSACTION. NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., 
REJECTED THESE DEMANDS BUT ADVISED 
DONALD MacDONALD THAT IF HE WANTED 
COMPENSATION OUT OF THE BONUS PAY-
MENT. THAT HE SHOULD ADD WHATEVER 
HE \XrANTED FOR HIS COMPENSATION TO 
THE SAID $4.00 PER ACRE. THEREUPON 
NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., AND DONALD 
IvfacDONA.LD AGREED THAT THE PRICE PER 
:\CRE WOULD BE INCREASED TO $7.00 PER 
ACRE, $4.00 TO BE PAID TO NICHOLAS G. 
MORGAN, SR., AND $3.00 PER ACRE TO BE 
COLLECTED FROM DONALD MacDONALD'S 
CO-ADVENTURERS, ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. 
BRANDEN AND BRANDEN ENTERPRISES 
AND PAID OVER TO DONALD MacDONALD, 
AND THAT THIS AGREEMENT MUST BE KEPT 
A SECRET FROM ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. 
BRANDEN AND BRANDEN ENTERPRISES." 
(R. 195). 
(c) THAT PART OF FINDING NO. 7 WHEREIN 
THE COURT FOUND THAT ARCH MacDON-
ALD INQUIRED OF NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, 
SR .. WHETHER ANY PART OF THE SAID 
$96,785.78 WAS REVERTING TO OR WAS TO 
BE PAID IN ANY WAY TO DONALD Mac-
DONALD AND EXPLAINED THAT HE ARCH 
' 
MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND BRAN-
DEN ENTERPRISES WERE REL YING SOLELY 
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UPON THE JUGMENT 0.F DONALD MacDO:. 
ALD FOR THE VALUE OF THE ACREACt 
SELECTION OF THE ACREAGE, THE SEUr. 
TION OF A DRILL SITE ... AND WHETHER 
THEY WOULD ENTER INTO THIS BUSINIS~ 
TRANSACTION AT ALL ... AND \VEti: 
FORCED TO RELY UPON DONALD MacDO;\ 
ALD AND STA TED THAT THEY WAKTEI; 
THE BEST JUDGMENT AND UNTAlNTED 
JUDGMENT OF DR. DONALD .MacDO:\ALD 
AND DID NOT w ANT HIM OR ANY ornrn 
PERSON IN THEIR JOINT VENTURE TO 6l 
TAINTED OR INFLUENCED IN THEIR JLIDG 
MENT BY ANY PARTICIPATION IN THE PLR 
CHASE PRICE. NICHOLAS G. MORGA.N. SR. 
REPLIED THAT HE WOULD NOT BE A PARTY 
TO SUCH A TRANSACTION AND THAT i\O 
PART OF THE PURCHASE PRICE WAS REVERT 
ING TO OR WOULD BE PAID TO DONALD 1 
MacDONALD. (R. 195-196). 
(d) THAT PART OF FINDING NUMBERED ' 
WHEREIN THE COURT FOUND THAT . r.: 
ALL TIMES MATERIAL TO THIS CAUSE C' 
ACTION DEFENDANTS NICHOLAS G. ~!tJ 
GAN, SR., NICHOLAS G. MORGAN SR. CH.AR! 
TABLE FOUNDATION ... AND PLAINTIF 
DENNIS W. LYNCH HAD ACTUAL AND co:: 
STRUCTIVE KNOWLEDGE AND WERE WELl 
AWARE THAT DEFENDANTS ARCH Mac . 
DONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND BRANDE\ • 
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ENTERPRISES WERE OBLIGATED TO PAY 
AND DID PAY ALL OF THE SAID $96,785.78 
AND THAT THE CONTRACT WAS MADE IN 
THE NAME OF SIERRA MADRE OIL COMPANY 
AND TITLE TAKEN IN THAT NAME CON-
CERNING SAID LEASES SOLELY FOR THE 
CONVENIENCE OF DEFENDANTS ARCH Mac-
DONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND BRANDEN 
ENTERPRISES, AND THAT DEFENDANTS 
ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND 
BRANDEN ENTERPRISES WERE DISCLOSED 
PRINCIPALS IN THE TRANSACTION." (R. 
196-197. 
(e) THAT PART OF FINDING NUMBERED 9 
WHEREIN THE COURT FOUND THAT ARCH 
MacDONALD, A .L. BRANDEN AND BRAN-
DEN ENTERPRISES RELIED ON ANY STATE-
MENTS MADE BY NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, 
SR., OR NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR. CHARITA-
BLE FOUNDATION RELATIVE TO WHETHER 
OR NOT DONALD MacDONALD WAS TO 
PARTICIPATE IN THE MONEY PAID FOR THE 
LEASES, AND LIKEWISE ERRED IN FINDING 
THAT DEFENDANTS ARCH MacDONALD, A. 
L. BRANDEN AND BRANDEN ENTERPRISES 
HAVE COMPLIED WITH THE COMMITMENTS 
REQUIRED BY THEM BY THE TERMS OF THE 
AGREEMENT AND ERRED IN FINDING THAT 
NEITHER DONALD MacDONALD SIERRA 
' 
MADRE OIL COMP ANY NOR PLAINTIFF DEN-
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NIS LYNCH HAVE PAID ANY PART OF Hie 
AMOUNT EXPENDED IN THE vr.:l\'l'l"RE ·. t ~' · 1 • IR 
197). 
(f) THAT PART OF FINDING NUMBERED 
11 
WHEREIN THE COURT FOUND THAT NlCWi 
LAS G. MORGAN, SR., REPRESENTED TJ:i,
1
,. 
NO PART OF THE MONIES WOULD REV::ti 
TO OR BE PAID TO DONALD MacDON.A.LD 
OR SIERRA MADRE OIL COMPANY OR Af\\ 
OTHER PERSON IN THE JOINT Vfr.JTl;R 
WERE FALSE AND FRAU DU LENT r\NiJ 
KNOWN BY DEFENDANT NICHOLAS G MOR 
GAN, SR., AND NICHOLAS G. MORGI\1\ ,;R 
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION TO BE FALSE 
BECAUSE IN TRUTH AND FACT THE PllR 
CHASE PRICE WAS $4.00 PER ACRE RATHER 
THAN $7.00 PER ACRE AND AN AGREEMENT 1 
EXISTED THAT $3.00 PER ACRE WOULD B[ 
BE PAID TO AND REVERT TO DONALD Mac 
DONALD AND THAT ALL FUNDS WERE TO 
BE OBTAINED FROM DEFENDANT ARCH 
MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND BRAN ' 
DEN ENTERPRISES AND THE AGREED POF.· 
TION TO BE PAID TO DONALD MacDONALD 
WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THE 
SECRET AGREEMENT WAS TO BE KEPT FROM 
THE KNOWLEDGE OF ARCH MacDONALD 
A. L. BRANDEN AND BRANDEN ENTER· 
PRISES. DEFENDANT NICHOLAS G. MORGAN. , 
AND NICHOLAS G. MORGAN SR. CHARITABLE 
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FOUNDATION HAD FULL KNOWLEDGE 
THAT THE JUDGMENT OF DONALD Mac-
DO~~ALD WAS IN FACT TAINTED AND IN-
lLL'ENCED, WHICH FACT WAS KEPT SECRET 
rnOM ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN 
J\l\D BRANDEN ENTERPRISES. (R. 197). 
ic:) THAT PART OF FINDING NUMBERED 11 
L, WHEREIN IT IS FOUND THAT THE MONEY 
RETAINED BY SECURITY TITLE COMP ANY IS 
BEH;;G RETAINED ON ACCOUNT OF A SECRET 
AGREEMENT. 
(h) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 12. 
(R. 198). 
(i) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 13. 
(R. 198). 
(i) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 14. 
(R. 198). 
(k) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 1 UN-
DER HEADING OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT. 
(R. 199). 
(I) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 3 UN-
DER HEADING OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT. 
(R. 199). 
{m) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 4 UN-
DER HEADING OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT. 
(R. 199). 
(n) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 4 UN-
DER THE HEADING COUNTERCLAIM OF 
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NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., AND NICHou 
G. MORGAN SR. CHARITABLE FOUNDAT ·, 
IO· 
AGAINST ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDri 
ENTERPRISES. ( R. 199) . 
( o) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED s L\ 
DER THE LAST ABOVE MENTIONE"' HE·" ,_) •1IJ 
ING. (R. 199-200). 
(p) THE WHOLE OF FINDING NUMBERED 6 L\ 
DER THE LAST ABOVE MENTIONED HEAC 
ING. (R. 260). 
POINT FOUR 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING THE rOL 
LOWING CONCLUSIONS OF LAW WITH RESPECT TO 
THE CROSS CLAIM OF ARCH MacDONALD, ET AL·. 
NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., et al: 
1. THE WHOLE OF CONCLUSION OF LAW KUI 
BERED 1 WHEREIN THE TRIAL COURT cor-;cux 
ED THAT NICHOLAS G. MORGAN. SR., ANDN!Ch 
OLAS G.MORGAN SR.CHARITABLE FOUNDMIO\ 
COMMITTED A FRAUD UPON ARCH MacDONAL,~ 
A. L. BRANDEN AND BRANDEN ENTERPRlSL 
(R. 201). 
2. THAT PART OF CONCLUSION OF LAW l\U1 
BERED 2 WHEREIN THE COURT FOUND THX'. 
THE SECURITY TITLE COMPA~"'Y SHOULD P.~« 
THE REMAINDER OF THE MONEY HELD BY IT 
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TO ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND 
BRANDEN ENTERPRISES. (Tr. 202). 
; THE \\/HOLE OF CONCLUSION OF LAW NUM-
. HIRED ::i WHEREIN THE TRIAL COURT FOUND 
THAT ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND 
11V.NDEN ENTERPRISES ARE ENTITLED TO A 
1: 'DCJ\IENT AGAINST NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, 
I . 
SR .. ,u-;D NICHOLAS G. MORGAN SR. CHARITABLE 
iOUI\DATION IN THE SUM OF $96,785.78, TO-
GETHER WITH INTEREST, OR FOR ANY OTHER 
~UM (R. 202) . 
• 1. THE \XlHOLE OF CONCLUSION OF LAW NUM-
BERED 5. 
POINT FIVE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING ITS CON-
,LUSION OF LAW' NO. 1 WITH RESPECT TO THE 
''OMPLAINT OF DENNIS W. LYNCH WHEREIN IT 
CONCLUDED THAT HIS COMPLAINT SHOULD BE 
DISMISSED. (R. 202). 
POINT SIX 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING THE FOL-
LOWING CONCLUSION OF LAW WITH RESPECT TO 
1HE COlrNTERCLAIM OF NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., 
ET AL., v. ARCH MacDONALD, ET AL., (R. 202-203). 
1. THE WHOLE OF CONCLUSION OF LAW NO. 1. 
(R 202). 
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2. THE WHOLE OF CONCLUSION OF LAW NO 
(R. 203). 
3. THE WHOLE OF CONCLlJSION OF LAW l\O ; 
(R. 203). . 
4. THE WHOLE OF CONCLUSION OF LAW J\~r. 
~·v. 
(R. 203). 
POINT SEVEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RENDERING JUDC 
MENT DISMISSING THE COMPLAINT OF DENNIS\\ 
LYNCH. (R. 203). 
POINT EIGHT 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RENDERI1\1G m 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING THE CROSS-COMPLAil\T Gi 
NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., AND NICHOLl\S G. MOR. 
GAN SR. CHARITABLE FOUNDATION AGAINST ARCH 
MacDONALD, A. L. BRANDEN AND BRANDEN E\ 
TERPRISES. (R. 204). 
POINT NINE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RENDERING JUDG 
MENT IN FAVOR OF ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. BRM~ 
DEN AND BRANDEN ENTERPRISES AGAINST N!CHO 
LAS G. MORGAN, SR., AND NICHOLAS G. MORGA\ 
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION FOR THE SUM OF $96.-
785.78, TOGETHER WITH INTEREST AND COSTS, OR 
FOR AND OTHER SUM. (R. 205). 
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POINT TEN 
1 
HI" TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO RENDER 
\ JLl)uMENT IN FAVOR OF NICHOLAS G. MORGAN 
'R. c~1,.1,RITABLE FOUNDATION AND AGAINST ARCH 
.\!t,.DOi\ALD ,\. L. BRANDEN AND BRANDEN EN-
l rnPR!SE~ FOR THE VALUE OF THE LEASES WHICH 
\\FRC NOT REASSIGNED TO THE NICHOLAS G. MOR~AK 
~R CHARITABLE FOUNDATION AND AGAINST ARCH 
l; i\ SR. Ci-L\.RITABLE FOUNDATION AND WERE 
tU5T BECAllSE OF THE FAILURE OF ARCH MacDON-
,1LD AND ASSOCIATES TO PAY THE RENTALS ON 
rnE LEA.SIS INVOLVED IN THIS CONTROVERSY. 
POINT ELEVEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO RENDER 
.llD'.iMEi'H IN FAVOR OF DENNIS W. LYNCH, PLAIN-
Tlff HEREIN, A \X' ARDING TO HIM THE MONEY 
rlf:LLl Ii': ESCROW, LESS THE MONEY TO BE WITH-
:~r:LD TO PAY THE COSTS OF THE ESCROW HOLDER. 
R 21J-1) 
ARGUMENT 
\t the outset the attention of the Court is directed to the 
eitablished hw which declares that when persons engage in a 
!01m enterprise such as that between Arch MacDonald, A. L. 
BrJnden and Branden Enterprises on the one hand and Sierra 
:,\adre Oil Company and Donald MacDonald on the other 
h<1nd such p f h"l · .· ar 1es w 1 e so engaged are governed by the law 
relaung to partn h. I . .d . ers 1p. t 1s sa1 m 30 Am. /ur., Sec. 5, page 
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67, that with some slight exceptions the law ap licabl" 
the duties and liabilities of dealings of 1·oint adv/ ' 
1
'· nr~:ers ,~ 
tween themselves and with third persons are the sa . · 
me a) tt" 
law applicable to duties and liabilities in the dealings or . ·· 
partners between themselves and with third parties fedt; 
and state cases are cited in the footnotes which support ,
1 
text. Such is the holding of this Court. 
Bates v. Simpson, 121 Utah 165, 239 Pac. pd) "·!~1 
Forbes v. Butler, 66 Utah 3 73, 242 Pac. 950; 
Lane v. Peterson, 68 Utah 585, 251 Pac. 374; 
Rocky Mountain Stud Farm Co. v. Lunt. 46 Utah 2'.!9." 
Pac. 521. 
It may also be well at the outset to have m mind tht i.11 
which requires that each of the various elements necessir 
to establish actionable fraud must be clear and co11v10c1.~: 
Such elements are : ( 1) a representation, ( 2) its falsitv. i ·I 
its materiality, ( 4) the speaker's knowledge of 1ts fals1t\ 1 
ignorance of its truth, ( 5) his intent that it should be actt 
on by the person in the manner reasonably contemplated. fl: 
the hearer's ignorance of its falsity, (7) his reliance nn · 
truth, ( 8) his right to rely thereon, ( 9) and his consequt! 
proximate injury. 37 C.f.S. 215. Such is the repeated hoidi:. 
of this Court. Among such cases are: 
Stuck v. Delta Land and Water Co., 63 Utah 495. :;· 
Pac. 791; 
Guaranty Mortgage Co. v. Flint, 6G Utah 128. 240 Pa: 
175; 
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1
,,nner '). P,.ou;s, 81 Utah 136, 16 Pac. (2d) 1094; 
1. .;itnnaii r. TrnJ Laundry Co., 47 Pac. (2d) 1054, 87 
1 
St1Ndas, 111 Utah 507, 184 Pac. (2d) 229; 
,r:1"1111 ,1J!, u. Fleming Felt Co., 323 Pac. (2d) 713. 
POINT ONE 
THE TRIAL COURT WTAS WITHOUT JURISDICTION 
TO DETERMINE THAT ARCH MACDONALD AND AS-
'0Cl:\ TES ARE ENTITLED TO THE MONEY THAT IS 
HrLD IN ESCROW BY THE SECURITY TITLE COM-
PANY 
The Ltw is well settled that a court is without jurisdiction 
;, proceed to try a case where it does not have jurisdiction 
, r an indispensable party, that is, a person who not only has 
.1r1 m:erest rn the controversy, but an interest of such a nature 
n.1'. :1 final decree cannot be made without either affecting 
:1:.•r 1nttrt'lt nr leavmg the controversy in such a condition 
it' final termination may be wholly inconsistent with 
e iu.ty <rnd in good conscience. Among the early cases where 
;fi,, cr;ctrine was applied and which has frequently been 
i.i'wwed and med with approval is Shields v. Barrow, 17 
H2\1 130, ;)9, 15 L.Ed. 158, 161. That doctrine has been 
Jpproved and applied by this Court. Houser v. Smith, et al., 
° C1tah 150, 56 Pac. 683; Palle v. Industrial Commission, 
'9 Utah 47, 54; 7 Pac. (2d) 284. Such is the effect of Rule 
l\I of the Utah Rules of Civil Procudure, which is substantially 
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the same Federal Rule 19(a). The law 1s h t us stated in , 
Am. fur., page 853: 
"An indispensable party is one who not 0 j, .. . . th b. n' lid,, 
interest in e su iect matter of the contro :_ .. · · . f h \er,, b 
an interest o sue a nature that a final decree c~': 
be rendered between the other parties to the s, .: · 
out radically and injuriously affecting that ;fl[Li_t _, •. 
without leaving the controversy in such a situa~'t'.' 
its final determination may be inconsistent withon J. 
and good conscience." 
Numerous cases are cited in a footnote to the ~ext 11 ~ , 
support the same. 
In this case plaintiff alleged that he was the owner 
the money which is held in escrow by reason of an assrgnmc 
of the same to him by the Sierra Madre Oil Company. It ;, 
be seen from the evidence to which we have heretofore dircc!l,1 
the attention of the Court that the Sierra Madre Oil Comp' 1 
claimed the money by reason of having expended money,: , 
paying obligations which should have been paid by Ar, 
MacDonald and associates while operatmg the drillin,r , 
the well and in the efforts to sell the Leases. It will be'~­
that the Court below concluded that plaintiff's Compii,: 
should be dismissed because his assignor, Sierra .Madr~ C1' 
Company, is without any right, title or interest in \Jr to 1} 
$13,824.67 held in escrow. The Sierra Madre Oil Corn~­
was not a party to this action. It has an interest in hair: 
the money held in escrow applied to the payment of its de:,: 
and offered evidence tending to show that it is entitltd 1 
some of the money held in escrow. It was thus under i:,, 
law above cited an indispensable party to this action Jr--
as such entitled to be heard before it may lawfully be de?n"· 
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.. 1, .1 It ma)· be observed that the fact that the parties , Ir) L .,!l l 
: . .'i .. ttt:iLkeJ the Judgment in th case of Houser v. Smith, 
11 ere \\ itnesscs m the case where the judgment was 
: ·
1
.· . 1 JiJ not prevent them from attacking the judgment 
:L!ll tJ(U 
, 'J:nst ,hen~ If. as we shall presently contend, Arch Mac-
... _ · • ., 11 c! ass·'ciate' have failed to establish ownership ' )1 1' 1 ll ll ~4 ~, .... 
,·,,-;
1
;c tscro11 money, such fact would not preclude this Court 
: «.:i ,J 11 ect1ng judgment in favor of plaintiff without the 
, lc(·)\11\ 0 F c;oint: to the expense of a new trial. 
POINT TWO 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO HOLD 
J H \T ?LAIN1 IFF DENNIS W. LYNCH IS ENTITLED 
~o «J;L l\fONEY HELD IN ESCROW BY THE SECURITY 
1J[L[ C01\!Pr\NY TO BE APPLIED TO THE PAYMENT 
J, THF OBLIGATIONS OF THE SIERRA MADRE OIL 
: O'-!P,\l\TY ,·\S PROVIDED FOR IN THE ASSIGNMENT, 
, COPY OF \VHICH IS A TT ACHED TO THE CO.M-
;t,\lNT. ( E. 196-200) 
Prior to tile filmg of their claim to the escrow money Arch 
1L Donald has in fact disclaimed the money in escrow. He 
:-~tititJ that on the night before the deal was made for the 
~urc:1Jse of the Leases he was informed by George Chase 
:kit he, George Chase, was to be paid a commission, but it 
'".ts none of Arch MacDonald's business as to the amount 
thereof. (Tr 408-409). He further testified that when Doc 
:ifacDonald requested that George Chase be denied any com-
rr.issiun payable out of the $3.00 per acre that he told Doc 
MacDonald not to oppose such payment. (Tr. 451-478). He 
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further told Mr. Morgan to pay the money to whornsof" 
Mr. Morgan should determine was entitled to the same ;~ 
• 11 
427, Exhibit 12). When he sent the money to pay fc,~ '.• 
Leases and the Leases were delivered to the Sierra J!ac: · 
Oil Company, that Company acquired title to the Lea~es ti: 
Arch MacDonald and associates parted with the title :,
0 
•. 
money. When an action is bottomed on a claim of frau.:i ;-
one claiming the fraud has one of two remedies. either itt 
to recover damages, or if the fraud is substantial, to S"t 
to have the contract rescinded. The two remedies are me,. 
sistent and the election of one precludes the pursuit ot '.., 
other. The person claimed to have been defrauded can~,. 
lawfully secure a partial rescission and then maintain . 
action for damages. 
12 Am. fur., Sec. 444, page 1027, and cases cited 11: fl, 
notes to the text. 
In 17 C.J.S., page 990, Sec. 416, it is said: 
"A rescission must be in toto. A party cannot d.iwr 
a contract in part and repudiate it in part. He ca~;· 
accept the benefit on the one hand while he repuci1i:1 
its disadvantages on the other." 
POINT THREE 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKING THE FOL 
LOWING FINDINGS OF FACT EITHER BECAUSE W 
SAME ARE WHOLLY WITHOUT SUPPORT lN THi 
EVIDENCE OR BECAUSE THERE IS NO SUBSTANTL1~ 
EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE SAME: 
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1 
, · ·1 /, seen that this Point is somewhat lengthy and 
i't /ti uf 
1
/,(,
11
/d JlOf be repeated. The Court is referred to the 
''·'' 
1
,.:J.de upon the Findings under (a) to (p), both 
. .. . ',eretof'ore stated under Point Three. 
;, • ;(.:; r ( ~n '~ 
'J tJ1e bes' "a',' to bring to the attention of the :irob.io Y - vv ' 
: ,Jn~ u1e ot the failures of the evidence to support the 
1 r.diI11..'S v. hich Appellants attack is to direct its attention 
~,, the .conrlict in the testimony of the witnesses who testified 
111 
this case and the case brought by Chase when the same 
tr.in~actior_ was being inquired into. 
Jn this case Mr. George Chase, Jr., testified that about a 
,, ~ek or t,1·0 prior to the meeting with Dr. MacDonald and 
,\[r Morgan he had a meeting in Mr. Morgan's office at which 
,, 11.1s expJamed that the payment for the Leases would be 
~ 1 lllJ per month: that the price was to be $7.00 per acre 
,;1,_: th;;t they wanted protection for the $3.00, and that he 
1"cu1c! br:ng Dr. MacDonald in as soon as he got to town, 
111,_; d1ey would conclude the business. That about mid-May 
': a:,J Dr. MacDonald met in the office of Mr. Morgan; 
:1 tt li. that meeting Dr. MacDonald explained to Mr. Morgan 
'.h:1c !HS expenses were very high, that he couldn't make a 
,:c:.,i 1\ 1th anyone just on direct interest that didn't involve 
:;i11ne:.·, thac, therefore, a portion of these funds would be his. 
Tl11t he was, however, taking them through Chase to avoid 
~r:y conflict with the Branden Enterprise people and Arch 
~lacDonald, and such as that (Tr. 253). 
After giving the foregoing testimony Mr. Chase was cross 
examined by Mr. Browning, wherein he said "yes" to the 
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statements which Mr. Browning asked if the sa 
me ll'er: • 
the fact. Among such questions were the followin"· . · 
/"\' 
"Q. Mr. Ch~se, I have h~d m~ny discussions with " 
concer~mg the facts 10 this case, is that r'.~h; ~ 
To which Mr. Chase answered, "Yes, iou 'hai'. 
Mr. Chase was then asked: "And you have answered me ,,Ii 
and candidly?" To which Mr. Chase answered, "Yes, I h.., 
(Tr. 255). 
Later in his cross examination Mr. Browning asked ".' 
Chase: 
"And you further testified that Doc MacOcr. 
requested that this information be kept secret from:~ 
Branden Enterprise people, is that correct i· 
Mr. Chase answered by saying, "Yes, that is true. The r.:c 
is that Mr. Chase had not theretofore testified that Doc :1L. : 
Donald requested that this information be kept secret r•1 • ' 
the Branden Enterprise people. Mr. Browning further ask· •. 
Mr. Chase what Mr. Morgan said, to which Mr. Chase : 
swered: 
"Mr. Morgan said he understood those things r11 t 
done on occasion." 
Mr. Browning further asked: "Did he go further and s:r · 
didn't care how much you fellows made, he hoped vou 11·" 
a million?" To which Mr. Chase replied: "That's true.· 1' 
357). 
As to what was said at the meeting when the de11 '· 
the purchase and sale of the Leases was discussed. Mr Ch;\ 
testified that: 
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Arch MacDonald asked Mr. Morgan if by any 
"mote ,hance Doc MacDonald was receiving any 
:,~.)iKY or <IDY funds from the purchase price of this 
1,ror~'t) ::o his .knowledge, and Mr. Morgan answered 
· \bsoiute!v not 
:illr rJme further testified that at such meeting Arch 
\[ ilDlln,tld rnlJ Mr. Morgan: 
That 1 htv wert depending upon Doc MacDonald 
lJllC'. J1unJrci rcr cent to acquire the property and that 
he \\JS running the vvhole show; that he was the geolo-
ust: that he stated the location for them, and that he 
lia<l c:irt<: blanche at that time to, that is, that they were 
bcl 1mJ h,im and were giving it the full go." (Tr. 260-
261). 
Thl Lase of Chase against the Nicholas G. Morgan 
, luritcibie loundation involved the same transactions that are 
:. e i1J\nln-J. ln thJt case Mr. Browning, who was then rep-
'· 'l'1r111:: J\lr. Chase, asked him concerning the meeting held 
t" ~[r. i\lor12ari's office in May, 1957, at which time he, Dr. 
>L,,Dc-n.tid and Mr. Morgan were present, and these questions 
. ne asked: 
fl ~ 1 tl115 time was there anything said about your 
compensation? 
\. ~ot :it that meeting. (R. 170). 
Q Do rou have any agreement with Mr. MacDonald 
01 Donald MacDonald for any of this money the 
s:rno per acre) to be paid him? 
A .. No, I have not. 
Q. Do you have any agreement with any person for 
any part of the money to be paid to them? 
A. No, I have not." 
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The foregoing is all of the testimony of Mr. Chasr ·'. 
conversations had with Mr. Morgan or in his p · 
resenct 
to any arrangement had with Doc MacDonald at 
. IJ[ f'. 
to the time the agrement for the purchase and sale of . 
property was entered into. While these is some testin,. 
as to what occurred between Chase and Doc MacD, '· 
not in the presence of Mr. Morgan, such testimony n , 
. ' 
binding on Mr. Morgan or the Morgan Charitable FoundJ· .. 
So also is it made to appear that upon demand madt 
Doc MacDonald and his attorney, Mr. Huntsman. the:,. 
payments held by Mr. Morgan (less the amount owin~ 
Mr. Morgan) were turned over to Doc MacDonald S ..: 
fact, however, does not aid Arch MacDonald in this .• ~. 
In order to recover in an action for fraud the misrepresentc · 
relied upon must have occurred at or prior to the ttmt 
the alleged fraud. Nielson v. Leamington 1Hines & ExplrirJ'; 
Corporation, 87 Utah 69, 48 Pac. (2d) 439. Such are ·r 
authorities generally as will be seen from 12 A.LR 2 
annotations 51 A.L.R. 49, which are cited with approval , 
the above cited Utah case. 
Moreover, the testimony of Mr. Chase is as a matter of b 
unworthy of belief. It is so held by this Court in the CJ:. 
Tebbs v .Peterson, 122 Utah 214, 247 Pac. (2d) 89' · 
the other cases and authorities there cited. In that case p1ainr' 
had testified as a witness in a case (in which he was mit 
party) that there could have been a car coming that mi;' 
have blinded him somewhat that he did not know that 3 •:. 
' 
was coming. In his own case he was charged with contributcri 
negligence and to def eat the defense of contributorv ne;' 
gence he testified that he was blinded by an approaching c;: 
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. . h ran into a truck without lights parked on the 
• :r,e ume e . 
,Jt the road. The trial court granted a Judgment for 
. . i t J "'pon appeal this Court sustained the judgment . 
. 't'I'.uan . JO ~ 
~·· ~ r-. r' cases and other authorities were cited in support 
, fl'JlllDc I (). 
"i the judgment. Some of the language cited with approval 
td l·n the case of Peterson v. Omaha & S.B. St. R. Co., ; c\!lltJlll 
: , 1 \kb. "22 278 N.W. 561, wheJ:e it is said: 
"When there is a material change in the testimony 
of the witness for the sole purpose of making out a 
case, the: changes do not find favor and such con-
duct cannot blindlv bind the Court so that it must 
submit to the jury the credibility of such a witnes when 
to do so merely because of such a general rule would 
~rllow the parties to toy with the administration of 
the Jaw and make a mockery of justice. The motive and 
purpose were clear. No possible explanation for this 
change of testimony appears, except that the exigencies 
of plaintiff's case demanded it." 
The foregoing quoted language clearly applies to the 
rtrnmony of Mr. Chase m this case. The fact that Arch Mac-
l JonalJ and associates were the parties seeking a judgment 
.1t'"inst Morgan and the Morgan Charitable Foundation does 
" t relie1-'e them from the odium that attaches to the testimony 
,., ;1Jr Chase. It is the attorney for Arch MacDonald and 
"'s•xiates in this case who was the attorney for Mr. Chase 
:11 lm case who brought out the evidence that in the language 
1bove quoted admits of "No possible explanation for the 
:hange of testimony appears, except that the exigencies of 
plaintiff's case demanded it." 
There are a number of other significant facts touching 
the relation of Arch MacDonald and his associates on the one 
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hand and Mr. Chase on the other. Arch MacDonald ,ir 
from California to testify for Mr. Chase. (fl\. 84). Mr. CL. 
consented that Mr. Browning represent Arch \[· D .. · iv ac on, . 
and associates in this case, and as such sought to def ea' ;,·_ 
claim of Chase. It may well be that Chase had an enforctJ:·! 
claim against Arch MacDonald and associates for the pai·:-,it' 
of a commission out of any funds that Arch MacDonald , .. 
associates might recover in this action by reason of the :. 
that Arch MacDonald knew that Chase claimed a cornm:sii , 
and directed Doc MacDonald not to oppose the payment , 
the same. (Tr. 456-7). In this connection it may be obsm. 
that the testimony which Counsel for Arch MacDonald 21,1 
associates induced Mr. Chase to give by leading question< i· 
in no event entitled to much weight. See 32 C./.5., Su. 1(1;0 
page 1079, and cases cited in footnotes. Obviously a clin 
is bound by the acts of his attorney during the course of th, 
trial. 
Moreover, even if the testimony of Mr. Chase is n1r 
rendered valueless by reason of the same being irrecono!Ji:'.. 
as above contended, such testimony is not sufficient to est:ibit1i 
fraud even if viewed in a light most favorable to Arch MJ1 
Donald and associates. Mr. Chase testified that he had '.ar" 
and candidly answered all the many discussions he haJ 11::.; 
Mr. Browning. (Tr. 255). If that be true he told the tn~r: 
when he testified in his action against the Foundatim1 thl 
he was entitled to the $3.00 as his commission and had i't" 
agreed to give any part thereof to Doc MacDonald or anyont 
else. If the Court should believe that Mr. Morgan swc 
that there was no "remote chance that Doc MacDonald WJ' 
h h pr~ receiving any money or any funds from t e pure ase · · 
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', this property to his knowledg_e" such statement is at most 
, . . ression of an opinion which, as will be seen from the 
:Ill exp. . . i~c iitretofore cited, does not constitute act10nable fra~d. 
,, .. :,n 
1
f it should be found to be true that at a meetmg 
, , ''tLI !Ll hJve been held m mid-May, 1957, in the presence 
·. r .. ~~··x J\facDonald and Mr. Chase, Mr. Morgan stated that 
. , ii!ldcmood at times secrets must be kept and that he hoped 
.·, ,; nu~e a million does not sustain a Finding that Mr. 
·ll'l(Jn !:new that Doc MacDonald was to participate in 
Ji: k 1Js. or that he agreed to pay the $3.00 to Doc Mac-
i),,11J,J lndeed. if the testimony of Mr. Chase is to be believed, 
111. tt 11 :is no agreement between Doc MacDonald and Mr. 
'Ji.1,c 1:hJt Doc MacDonald was to be paid the $3.00, but 
• ,1) t;i !x· paid only his expenses in securing the Leases. (Tr. 
.'~ ;.20 : ) . ~~or does the testimony of Arch MacDonald support 
1!:l findmg of the trial court that Mr. Morgan committed 
J:11 tr:rnci upon Arch .l\1acDonald and associates. 
\\ e again direct the attention of the Court to the testimony 
11 '. r\rch MacDonald. He testified that he reduced the agree-
nnt between him and Doc MacDonald to writing in December, 
,l,,- after the drilling had ceased. No copy thereof was 
,:i1 tr 1 ro Doc MacDonald or Sierra Madre. He did not produce 
:!,c Agreement. His attorney had only page 2 of the Agree-
"'''1t IT~. 4'i7). The failure of Arch MacDonald to produce 
,r,~ '' ritten Memorandum of Agreement should cause his 
te;timony to be viewed with distrust especially in light of 
tiie ttstrmom' of Doc MacDonald that the Sierra Madre 
0:1 sold the Leases to Arch MacDonald for $7 .00 per acre, 
HiU that Arch MacDonald and associates were to pay the 
expenses of acguisition together with the living expenses of 
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Doc MacDonald while engaged in drilling the w ll -
e · ~tc 
C.J.S., page 1079, Sec. 1035, and cases cited in foot nor es 
In the case of Chase v. Foundation supra ~ " 
' ' .t.tfC1 '' 
Donald testified: That he first met Mr. Chase on ~fa ... ,: 
1957, at the Hotel Utah with Dr. Donald MacDonul·~ . 
that meeting Arch MacDonald was advised of th~ I"'.. 
the Leases, but so far as his testimony shows noth:n~ .. 
said about a commission. (R. 184). On the next da1 .. \Lri 
195 7, according to the testimony of Arch MacDon&!J ;, 
Doc MacDonald, and Mr. Morgan met in the office of ~:or. 
and Arch MacDonald asked Mr. Morgan "if an1· p.i;:. 
the acreage price was being paid to Dr . .MacDonald. t:i 11h .. 
Mr. Morgan said that the doctor is getting no compensa:i 
whatsoever." (R. 185). 
In this case Arch MacDonald testified that the hr\t :1'.co· 
mg with Doc MacDonald and George Chase was li<:;J · 
the Aviation Club at which Mr. Chase was asked 11he~\ 
he was getting any commission, to which he answered Y, 
Arch MacDonald asked how much, to which Chase am.··. 
"It was none of my business." (Tr. 407-409). In answe: 
a question by the Court Arch MacDonald testified tna'. b." 
Doc MacDonald and Mr. Chase stated that Doc MacDor. 
was getting no part of the commission. (Tr. 409) If ': 
testimony given by Mr. Chase in his case against the Mor~." 
Charitable Foundation is to be believed, Arch MacDor. 
was told at the meeting held in the Aviation Club ur · 
night before the deal was made that Arch MacDonald,,_. 
informed that he, Chase, was to receive the last pavrne:r· 
(R. 175-177}. 
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. . .· r> the meeting held on May 16th in Mr. Morgan's 
luJdJlnc 
.. ·! I\' acDonald testified that he said to Mr. Morgan 
.. , . \IL I l 1 
,,' ~.~.int~·,: ~o knc1\V whether any part of the purchase price 
. 
1 
• " naid t·.) Doc MacDonald, to which Mr. Morgan 
. ,t\ 1Clf1,'" 1 ,\,C'll'~ 0:u, f-ie \\Ouldn t be a party to anything like that." 
I] ·. I J)) 
J.
1 
·he LJ:,e or Owe ;, . J\lurgan Charitable Foundation, 
1
•
1
. Arch ~lacDonald testified that Mr. Morgan stated that 
'J: :-r,1kes. '.\ho l1as head of the Geology Department of the 
, 
1111
dsit1 of Ltai1. had made a study of the "area and had 
. ,tllc .1 11 ri:tc11 report and I don't recall specifically whether 
;1,. ~.iff me Dr. Scokes report at that time, or at a subsequent 
. ,,1.,·. IT:·. 7;). Arch MacDonald further testified that he 
'· .1s 1,1!J that Dr. Std:es. head of the Geology Department 
11r :!,l' l ini·.Hsitv. had made a study and report on the area, 
, r 1 2 ·,. ind that Dr. Stokes advised him that it would be 
•.:J:. 1; t'.• drill deeper than was drilled. We quote the fol-
. ''" ,rL: trom page 464: 
i\.Jw, Morgan and Doc aren't the only ones that 
urged you to go deeper were they, didn't Dr. Stokes? 
r\ Dr Stokes-the fact of the matter is, I talked with 
Dr. Stokes at Mr. Morgan's office on one occasion, 
c.nd I talked to Dr. Stokes several times when I 
was tn Morgan's office by telephone in regard to 
how he was analyzing the cuttings. 
Q. And he urged you to go deeper to get the oil? 
A. He said to continue on until we hit this granite wash 
and that is where Dr. Stokes told me he didn't see 
any use of going further. 
Q. He told you that, did he? 
A. Yes, sir." (Tr. 464-465). 
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Dr. Stokes gave this testimony in this case: Th:H 
11
( . 
a report of this area to Mr. Morgan. 
"A. Duri~g the process of the drilling of tliis ,,. 
ex~mmed many samples from the well, bu; 1 :,.;, 
wntten a further report. '· 
Q. Have you changed your views or vour 0 , , 
h 'b'l• ' pin,11 to t e poss1 1 1t1es of this area smLe rou . 
this report? · re,i. ' 
A. No, I haven't. 
Q. Are your views the same now as they 11·e'.t 1 ;1 
you rendered this report? 
A. Yes. But I think I now have a good deal mw, 
formation for further decision. This repor'. 
dated February 9, 1953, and there ha\'e bet~ L•J.: 
developments in this vicinity since that time 
Q. Well, these developments, have they chan.~eci 1 . 
views as to the area involved in this l1tigat111n · 
A. To the extent that I would regard it probaiill .· 
more favorable than I did at that time. · 
The written report of Dr. Stokes was offered in ei.1de1 :: 
and by the Court rejected. (Tr. 320-321). Dr. Stoke~ tt:;i!fi: 
at some length as to why he regarded the area favm'•lt : 
oil and gas. (Tr. 322-323). That Arch MacDonald camt 
his off ice on one occasion and discussed the situatior. 1 : 
323). That he believed it was in August, t 957; tha'. ,\~. 
MacDonald was inclined to give it up as a poor ventu1: ;'. 
Dr. Stokes encouraged him to go deeper, and at ie;11t 
1
' 
feet more because of the expense already incurred and ·,·. 
were probably getting pretty close to the objective. (Tr i~J' 
Dr. Stokes was cross examined at some length b' Cium'. 
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\i 
1
, "1_,l t nnald and associates, but such cross-examina-
)tr:·!i~:rhr ntd the testimony which Dr. Stokes gave m 
.·,11 .. 1, 1 bis direct examination. (Tr. 324-331). \ ._.. r ~ 111 l \ • 
):· ·!:L c.!~l'. )f (/1,/Se i. J\Iorgan Charitable Foundation, 
.\:c Ii J\LtcDonald tetsified that on the day after the 
.. :!:< ",'' J;clll 1c \\ hich the agreement for the purchase 
: , 
1 
• , 11 the: Leases was entered into he and Dr. Mac-! ',,_ 
1·. u'd uHi :\1r Chase went down to Garner's office. (R. 186). 
!. r: 1, L~:ic 1\ 1d1 l\lacDonald testified that on the evening 
, ,mt C:"v th::ir the deal was made for the sale and 
: 1.,)l' t( 1_!1~· Leases. he and Doc rented an automobile 
·' : 1 .... c: d:rnn to Giand Junction. (Tr. 416). This discrep-
chc testu; .uny gi' en by Arch MacDonald in this case 
• 
1 
t" u:ic of Cuosc z·. 1\Iorgan .Charitable Foundation is of 
1·, r1 ::kc. '.n that. Arch MacDonald evidently changed the 
.:.,r:.: t!ut lie anJ Doc J\.facDonald went down to Grand County 
div t'urrnse of an attempt to show that the meeting testified 
· • [),,, J\!acDonald and Mr. Morgan when Arch MacDonald 
.. ' 1n 1 Jrm~d about ~he manner in which the $3.00 per acre 
·'':,,he disposed of could not have taken place. 
l: '.he ~a:,e of Chase v. Morgan Charitable Foundation, 
h:1 ll!a~Do11,ild testified that after some payments had 
:·~:.:r 1 1 .. 1•.k 011 the Agreement for the sale and purchase of 
·'
1
: U;l~es he was informed by Dr. MacDonald that Mr. 
1 i:.:)e haJ a number of creditors, that he had verified that 
:, 1 u!Ln~ Mr. 'Wall, that he called Mr. Morgan and told 
':
111 if there are people fighting over the money, why put it 
ir: Nrow; that about a week later Doctor called him Arch 
\[
1LD\Jnald, and stated that Mr. Morgan was very' much 
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disturbed because the last payment had not be 
en made r 
he then called Mr. Morgan and stated the best th. · 
mi; ''J 
was to send the money directly to Mr. Morgan (R 
1 
, 
. . 8 ) \' 
Morgan told Arch MacDonald that the matte h · · · 
r au c· 
worked out; that if the money was sent to Mr \1 '· 
II 0[l'.JL 
would see that the Leases would not be put ic jeopa:di I. 
November payment was sent directly to Mr. Mur;.:aL , 
direction to disburse the money to the person entitlec'. ,, • 
same. (R. 187). 
In this case Arch MacDonald testified that he rec::. 
a letter from Mr. Morgan informing him that the _\J01 ~m.~-
6, 1957, payment had not been made; that he called Mr. ~ll· 
and told him he had been informed by Doc MacDonald -;_ 
the fifth payment had beeg tied up in escrow and had r: 
told that certain creditors of George Chase had put a 1, 
on the payments. Mr. Morgan stated that there were ,, " 
credtiors of Mr. Chase who were making claim on the m,x. 
Mr. Morgan stated he would check into the matte: 111.!· 
few days later he got a call from Doc MacDonald s(_;: 
that Mr. Morgan was very much disturbed because [he ' 
vember 6th payment had not been made, and that the L, 
would be put in jeopardy if the payments were nor n ..:: 
That he suggested to Mr. Morgan that the money be ·' 
directly to him and sent with the payment the lerter th.r : 
pay the money to the person entitled to the same. Mr. Mor:. 
stated he had talked to the creditors and that he could se:· · 
. . \' 
the whole thing; that he had talked to the creditors ,)t ·' 
Chase a few days earlier, that he had worked the matter' 
with Chase's creditors, and that he would protect the LeN· 
(Tr. 425-426). It will be seen that the testimony given• 
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;, ;.LcDonaJd m the case of Chase v. Morgan Charitable 
·.··L·::i.•I. ,m<l rhe evidence given by Arch MacDonald 
,, , , 1,t art so at variance that the change in the testimony 
.. \·,.;;,·n,th!t ,;r:iy on the ground that such change was made 
•• :.
11
1
15
,: i: 1us deemed that the "exigencies of plaintiffs case 
,j-111 •. rdcJ it.'' 
! ,1 tl:c ":tse of ChttJe z. 1\1organ Charitable Foundation, 
. t,:. j\LtlDuuald testified that the only conversation he 
1 11 1th either Mr. Morgan or Mr. Peterson ref erring to 
, ,, ;d 1 (ba~e would be taken care of was that about the 
" 11, ncr acre. and the discussion with Mr. Morgan about 
j 
rLc last two payments to his office. (R. 187). 
1 :1 rhi~ c<...sc Arch MacDonald testified that at one time 
rh1 up' ht "told Virgil Peterson that we were very much 
, :'·'l'f 11 w tt'J m the outcome and I think I told him that after 
. :uLiihl ow the Doctors interest in the purchase price of the 
.• ~.:.1pc that he "has no intention to pay those Leases after 
: t1J1i11u :)_11' what had happened in this transaction." "Well, 
l •1,)tcid lme turned them back. They never requested them. 
liut I didn't h;tve the Leases. Doc MacDonald had the Leases." 
Tlut 1 •, far as I am concerned we completed our contract 
ind uur drilling commitments which we acquired when we 
urt'.led to the depth beyond 4600 feet. In fact we went far 
c!eepcr than our agreement." (Tr. 441). 
\\'hen asked if he was familiar with the various exhibits 
'hitr \1 ere attached to the original Agreement, he testified that 
· !~1 the onginal agreement that was drawn by Mr. Garner 
:t.ere is a provision about the reassignment of Leases. Now 
if .1ou are asking me if this was there with the original, I cannot 
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testify positively that this is it." (Tr. 442). That .. 
. . the ,0• 
price aggregating $98.000.00, and which mone}· h · . ·-
. ' ' etoncc.: 
the Morgan Charitable Foundation." (Tr. 444) L 
In ans\\ er to the question, "And you \\ere 111 ,,j1 .! 
the expenses connected with this tramact1ou,· 1\rlli \LicD"·~·­
answered that "we were to pay the costs ot tht LlJi.:,· 
of the acreage." (Tr. 445). 
Arch MacDonald gave the following answers rG tilt . 
lowing questions: 
"Q. And you did not tell anybody that you 11 t;, ~ . 
to make them? The rental on the leases. · . 
A. I think I told Mr. Peterson. 
Q. You think you did that, you told hmi tnJ: , . 
weren't going to make the payments on thrn b,, 
A. That is my recollection. 
Q. When did you tell him that? 
A. Well, I think I told him that sometime in the s~r;:. 
of '58. 
Q. Personally, or how? 
A. Well, I told him that, I think, one time I was~,­
in Salt Lake City and was discussing abo1.:t t~e J 
appointment that we had in the outcome 01 ·: 
venture. I told him 'You know, we have S?ent ! 
of money on this venture,' and he said \\e reco.::1 
that and I said no one can accuse us of not l.·.'.:. 
up to our agreement of not drilling this well 
The fact of the matter was Mr. Peterson had 5 '1 
other acreage he wanted to know it we we:e · 
terested in. I told him that in view of our e\f'. 
· I .1,-
ence that we had gotten cured as far as 01 1 anu .--
business was concerned. 
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(_~ \II right, I wonder if you would tell us just what 
1 
\lu told l\Ir. Peterson about the payment of these 
rcntab (Tr. -lA6) · 
_ \\ell. I'm not sure, Mr. Hansen, whether there was 
. •111 , discussion of the rental other than I told him 
\\ ~ \\ere no longer interested in acquiring any more 
Jc r-c.i~e and I will say then Mr. Peterson never 
m.tcie :my rec1uest or any demand that we pay the 
't::: 1 1,;1~ That he di<l cause to be written Exhibit 12 
,,:ciue~twg that he be sent a statement of. the date 
tll'. ·t·ntals became due. That he was given that 
:qror:1 .irJOn by receipt of the Exhibit market Ex-
11.th1t : .:.A. (Tr "t-'17. 
:" iu.:hr ut the foregoing evidence there is no escape from 
,ru",;11 ,;,_ t .·\r,h 1\JacDonal<l and his associates were 
'.~.1•c·,I ru t~'-> the: 1tnL1l un the Leases, and if they ceased 
· ·r~c: tt~: ,c,as ... 1,J uii, they were- by their agreement obligated 
'·"''.t:n the Leases to the Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable 
' .;i:J.1t1,in The test1monv of Arch .MacDonald above referred 
J,,c, rot relieve him and his associates from performing 
. :u::" ,ii the ,t~reement which they entered into when the 
1, -''-~ 11 ere assip1ed to their ioint adventurer, Sierra Madre 
Ir: Company 
There 1s ~.ome evidence that plaintiff Lynch was present 
'" -' rnnversation was had with respect to the obligation 
.; 'l.t Branden Enterprises to pay for the drilling of the well 
· ··· Ju; ,~ rch !\facDonald was not to be informed about 
'·" · ·'' tu receive the $3.00 per acre. These conversations, 
nJi 1°' nt n<J'. h~td in the presence of Mr. Morgan, are not 
:·:r,dm;.: on tither hin:: nor upon the Morgan Charitable Foun-
cJ::or" Jnd in our view, they are without any probative value 
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as to the claim of Mr. Lynch. That Arch MacD 
On&LI 
knowledge of the fact that part of the purchase . · · 
pdle "· . 
Leases was being paid to take care of the expe . 
IlSt1 l. 
acquisition of the Leases is shown by the testimom ir 
MacDonald, Mr. Chase, Mr. Morgan and that of :\.;Lf. ,: 
Donald. Indeed, if the testimony of Arch .MacDon<J u .. 
be believed, he knew that Chase was to be paid a coir.m:'· 
before he entered into negotiations to purchase the L, 
and when Doc MacDonald sought the aid of '\;ci1 :.1 
Donald to prevent Chase from getting some of t~e s 
to pay him a commission, Arch MacDonald, accord1~ 2 
his own testimony, told Doc to withdraw any objem1r 
might have to Chase getting a commission. At the tr.d : 
admitted that he had no valid objection to Mr. Chase .~c 
the $3.00 per acre, yet in the pleadings of himself and Br:i:·" 
Enterprises he sought and prevailed in defeating anr J · 
that Chase may have to the fund which is in escrow. Of l '·. 
in light of the fact that Arch MacDonald came from C 
fornia to testify for Mr. Chase, and the fact that Mr c~, 
changed his testimony to aid Arch MacDonald in this .. : .. 
and the further fact that they used to same attorney '.11 · 
aid Mr. Chase in an attempt to secure the money, and ::c 
having failed in such attempt agreed that the same acre:· 
may make an attempt to secure the money for Arch MacD1 1·u · 
and associates may account for the fact that while on the rec 
it is made to appear that the money is to go to Arch MacDon° · 
and associates, in truth and in fact, Chase and Arch '.IL 
Donald are to split any money that may ultimately be 1 
covered from Mr. Morgan and the Charitable Foundati~ 
Of course, if, as the record in both this case and in the L'· 
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. r 1 riiable Foundation, the $3.00 per acre was 
l( 1 • .._,1Ja 
' .. . 1 C:hase but he failed in his action against the 
,'\..' [MlU tU __, · ' . , 
. ·. 1 iation because he did not have a brokers . l'I' t 1lUl U 
'.,:L.'' (~L.idi such a state af facts cannot support a judgment 
·, . , .1 . h !\facDonald and associates in this action. 
11:t ll• ,\ll • 
\_, \\ e :mdemand the contention of Arch MacDonald 
.i''uLi::tes, 1t is that they parted with the title to the money, 
• 
11 
dic-v ,,; desire they may rescind the contract as to the 
... :iv. nrnl :n esuO\V and maintain an action for damages 
.lLL'''illt 1ir the alleged fraud of Mr. Morgan. As we have 
~., 1 ,.r,it ·re pomted out, the authorities are all against the right 
.i 1 ,Lf1 J\L1cDonald and associates to proceed in such manner 
, ... il ii. 1\JnL'ary to our contention, they have a meritorious 
c.tu\c r1J complain. 
Betore leaving this phase of the case we direct the attention 
, r th-: Court to the repeated statements of Arch MacDonald 
' 1 !1:' t,~st1mony that he and his associates were to pay for 
: , "c~uisit1on of the Leases. The word acquisition is defined 
'., ir:w:..r..tpbers as meaning to acquire, act or process of 
"ictring, ;icquire 1s defined as to gain by any means, usually 
· •. 1c .' U\\ n exertions, gain, attain, procure, win, earn, secure. 
1' .,s Arch MacDonald testified, Doc MacDonald was to be 
,-.,:.J the expenses of acquiring the Leases, to say that he was 
· ni:ctj ti, rhe money that was actually paid for the Leases 
·' Juld be to disregard the clear meaning of the word acquire 
'r J.::guisit1on. It is fair to assume that the reason Arch Mac-
Do11ald failed to produce the written agreement between him 
•
111J his associates on the one hand and Sierra Madre on the 
uther hand was that such written agreement would show 
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that Doc MacDonald was entitled to the expen)t' .. :i 
p:.·rso!1al ly was put to in acquiring the Leases. Li :·'., 
the testimony of Arch MacDonald shows that D0l ,\L(u 
was entitled to be paid such expenses, and thP te . -
, l11m1·:·. 
Chase is that such was the agreement had between ~,1.~ 
Doc MacDonald, all of which is made to appear t:o~ 
testimony heretofore quoted. 
Much is said in the testimony about the fa~t th"· " 
Morgan promised to pay the money which he htid ,, , 
Chase, and then changed his mind because, as i1t u.::- _ 
Mr. Chase had misrepresented the facts. It may or mJ, 11 • 
that Mr. Morgan would not have been confronted with : 
this action and the action brought by Chase if he hal \ 
the money or turned it into court to await the decis11Jr 
the Court. However, if he had turned it over to Mr. Gic .. 
he might well have been confronted with an action ;)1 L 
MacDonald or Arch MacDonald and assooates. Obrn:c:' 
Mr. Chase was not entitled to the money if he relied .;: . 
agreement ·with Mr. Morgan or the Morgan Charitable r,. 
dation. This Court has so held. The evidence sho11s 1,:tl 
conflict that Doc MacDonald borrowed money from bo;r '' 
Morgan and Mr. Lynch to pay for some of the cost~ 1'' •• 
drilling operation and in an attempt to sell the LeJSt· · 
also testified that he expended some of his monc· 1 1·~ • 
purposes. Arch MacDonald testified that unly one: 1n1 · 
was sent to him. Numerous checks were offered in c:iJLc: 
but there is no evidence that Doc MacDonald had been rr~ -
the money that he claims to have spent in paying the exrrc'. 
that should have been paid by Arch MacDonald and assiX r 
Indeed, as we have heretofore pointed out, the determtn.i': 
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, . . . requires the presence of the Sierra Madre 
. ,!1 .. l Lll!HfO\llS) . 
. . d possiblv Doc MacDonald as parties to an 
, '. l url1['J11) an , . . 
.. , I . · .
1
uestion can lawfully be determined. If 1t 
•. r· '.I /Jt:l C t lJ[ ' 
... "" 1 t ... in"d 10 an action in which Arch MacDonald , 'c r,(; (:.fll '-
,. . 
1
, ,.J 011 one side of a controversy and Sierra • I ,\I.)\,_ JJ l( _') .l ._I._ 
. , ,· litd Ui1L MacDonald on the other side, that Sierra 
.... 1,: .ii:J OiJL i\lar:Donal<l had expended the money they 
•': ,
1 
J1 ,, ~· npcmecJ in payment of obligations that should 
: 'Ll':i p:ud ,j\ r".rch MacDonald, there is no escape from 
,., 11 L 1 u~:ill: th<tc •\rch MacDonald and his associates have 
. :. ,_ t.1 ·.llilfl<lln against either Mr. Lynch, Mr. .Morgan 
·!ic \l, 1;.i.::<111 Chxc1table Foundation. If such facts were to 
. ·t .. :,:i~nd there \\ ould be lacking one of the necessary 
. ,r:·:1, '· ·:sr;,hl 1~h actionable fraud, namely, the failure 
.hh ~LicDonald and associates to establish that they had 
, ·u:ned am Jamage because of the alleged fraud. In this 
:icu1,1•1 che :.lttention of the Court is directed to these 
: •::1,1pb of !aw. Each of several joint adventurers has power 
·., b11;J the others and to subject them to liability to third 
:· ,,,1;s in matters which are strictly within the scope of the 
11 111 tnttrprne. 30 ,1m. fur. 699, and cases cited in footnote 
\i; J!so 1s it the established law that if one party refuses 
·,, -.llntmue with the undertaking, it is the right and duty 
• 
1hc other adventurers to use due diligence to minimize 
.,,. damage caused thereby, and they may dispose of the 
' 'left1· of the adventure to the best advantage to prevent 
· :rlirr loss anJ are entitled to be compensated for such effort 
• ' 1 '~ same is reasonable and made in good faith. 17 Am. Cas. 
·i2(i '1111 Cas. 1912 C 204, and Am. Cas. 1916A 1216. 
:lpp;irentl~· Counsel for Arch MacDonald and associates 
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claim that Morgan and Lynch improperly loaned ir;. ,., 
Doc MacDonald, and especially because they did nor "···. 
Arch MacDonald of that fact. It is made to app h ... 
ear t a· . 
Morgan for and on behalf of the Charitable Fou d·. . · 
n a,1.w 
interested in having the well drilled in the hope th 
. dt 
paying quantities would be discovered. Mr. Chase 
1
,
1
, 
terested in the venture in the hope that he would , . 
. tJa' 
profit out of the money he loaned to Doc MacDonalJ. \, .. 
of them owed any duty to Arch MacDonald to inion: • 
of the money loaned to Doc MacDonald. If any iiei;'· 
given to the testimony of Doc MacDonald. both Morpn : 
Lynch should be commended because they were wiih: 
help in the venture because Arch MacDonald was 
refused to pay the bills that they were obligated [•J -
When Mr. Morgan paid the money to Doc MacDon1.!i 
had a right to assume, as he testified he did assume, ther 
ment of that money to Doc MacDonald was a par:r.e~:: · 
the joint adventure. It would indeed be a novel doctn:: 1 
hold that one may not properly pay money to one joint 1tL: 
1 
without calling in the other joint venturers to receil'e me: 
If Arch MacDonald and his associates have a lawful c .• " 
to the money paid to Doc MacDonald, their action is a~2. 
Doc MacDonald for an account and not against Mr. Mo:.:. 
and Morgan Enterprises, who admittedly do not haw -
money belonging to Arch MacDonald and associates 
Apparently much importance is placed upon the ·:, 
mony of Arch MacDonald as to conversations which he c':: 
to have had with Mr. Morgan prior to the time the two ck 
were delivered to him. Even if the revised and enL.: . 
testimony which Arch MacDonald gave at his own rw: · 
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l the evidence he gave at the Chase trial is to . . ii t ,j \\ I l l . " ~ . 
! , Jiti1cult to see how such testimony lends :'til'-"·ell. it J 
the claim of Arch MacDonald and his asso-'ll:t"P,;rc ~~\ 
r:i,,: .1 t uuJ was perpetrated upon him when they 
.,,,,
1
,1.:,I :ii( Lu.ses. By the contract the money was to be 
;«JiJ.rch· delivered to Mr. Morgan when the same was 
t: , t· c:J t<, Lhc escfO\\ holder. If a creditor of Mr. Chase 
. ·' ;ni r• le\')' on ~he money, they could do so as soon as 
\[ur,i;an reccned the same whether it passed through 
.: r.1ds ,lf the escrow holder or came directly to Mr. Morgan. 
Ct>miJer.1ble \ras said at the trial and is reflected in the 
1_, 1,,,;11 \If the trial court to the effect that Doc MacDonald 
.. L1:1c:r and his testimony notworthy of belief. It is not 
· p1:pc1sc to defend Dr. MacDonald. He was brought into 
::, , J·:.d b1· Arch MacDonald and Mr. Chase. According to 
:, tDttmony of Arch MacDonald he had some misgivings 
.. : , u the integrity of Doc MacDonald because he claimed 
L.11c a~keJ Mr. Morgan in the presence of Doc MacDonald 
! ), . :.;atDonalJ was to be paid a commission. It is, to 
"' t.:1c: i~,tst. Yerv unlikely that Arch MacDonald inquired, 
't 11e t>[hrnu: of Doc MacDonald, if Mr. Morgan was paying 
· .1 r:111i1's1on tfJ Doc MacDonald, because Arch MacDonald 
inrcJ tc know if the judgment of Doc MacDonald might 
· ~ u1rluen.:ed by being paid a commission. If Doc MacDonald 
'k' ?rone to have his judgment influenced by a hope of 
r,.,, Jrd. the fact that he was to get a one-third interest in 
:he • enture if and when oil in commercial quantities was 
dislni·ered. such fact would doubtless be sufficient to accom-
plish that. and if Arch MacDonald desired to know just what 
tht deal was between Morgan, Chase and Doc MacDonald, 
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the reasonable way to acquire that inforrnatio .. , , n \1 uu1~ 
have a private conversation with Mr. MorFdn . d '· 
c- • dO niit ,\ 
Mr. Morgan to say anything that was l1kelv to c· 
J j tJti: " 
between people who came into his oftICc to O(l 1- ,,, ' . uU~ 1 1; :'' 
him, and who should know their own deal. 
If Doc MacDonald may be said to be unrel1dbl, , 
evidence not worthy of belief, the same m;,v lx , ,,":-
• ''"•I.. 
greater force as to Arch MacDonal<l. He caused t:JL c'.. 
be made in the name of the Sierra Madre Oil Conir,,11 ,: , 
of his own in order to deceive the bankers rn his [,),., . 
believe that he was not engaging in a venture of ur11 .. 11 
gas and oil, because if his bankers knew that ht 11 a; SL1 l:llcJ:. 
it would adversely aflect his credit. He came i rom (A,: 
and testified on behalf of Mr. Chase. w·hen Mr. Chao·'.:~,:. 
in his action he, Arch MacDonald, by and 111th the "l'!'i . 
of Mr. Chase, secured the services of the attorntl' ,.,:," · 
resented Mr. Chase in his action against the !lforgan Ch.irn. 
Foundation, and at the inception of this case to act as Jti, ~ 
for Arch MacDonald and associates m this action Jr '· 
apparent that the testimony given in the cc.se brnd 
Chase against Morgan Charitable Foundation was JoJrJ, · 
and other evidence was agreed upon and produced ~11 )Ci? ·· 
this case. In order to defeat the claim of Morgan O.m'." 
Foundation, Arch MacDonald ignored these pro,·s101:~ 
the contract which required him and his co-adventu1Lr S: · 
Madre Oil Company to pay the rentals on the Lease' 
deliver the re-assignment to Morgan Charitable FounaJ:. 
He even testified that he had been relieved from thN 
gations. However, on cross examination he admitted tho'" 
only basis for his claim was that he and his associJtt· '' 
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,. 
1 . ob[ii>ation to perform the covenants of the t, ,i111 r.1e t°' 
!. , ·ile Jnd purchase of the Leases was a talk '' ,, l ll ~. 
·. :tl' \lr Peterson in the spring of 1958 in which 
. , : dt:r~·Jn that he h.id done the drilling which 
\!, 
.. . 1 l ~., • "rtcd to Jo, and that !vfr. Peterson I 1:1', ,1"'ith. '"11..., '\°""" 
. :: .i: .,,;Lil ,1 _1., dit (.<:.:t. It is made to appear that Arch 
.J :: .,: :ii.I ,bS'~L1,!tl'i and Doc :MacDonald were holding 
1_. 1,_.,\,~ 111 r!1~· hop•~ that they might dispose of the 
, 11 ,i 11 1_...: (~llkd 111 the attempt permitted the Leases 
.\··. 1 1 1: 1c '· 11•1 l rnrnent. If Arch iVfacDonald and 
.. :.• l;.iL· ·'"'' u11:;e to complain, their complaint is 
[, 'L \bU1JI1:1'.C.:. It an:-one is responsible to respond 
.. · ".-', 111 t11 :H.:c>unt for the $3.00 per acre, it is Doc 
!), .:u J /\\either Mort:an nor the Morgan Charitable 
, ,:, , 1:,t1t !tcu1ed :my part of the $3.00 per acre . 
.. : _.u: 1., otil1 "Jut the $2500.00, which he loaned to assist 
, ' ·.1 in;: the venture a success. So also, if Chase had an 
..... :hie (\Jm: it 11as against Doc MacDonald, who, ac-
.• : .1J ll 1Jenc~ Chase gave in this case, his contract was 
:i !) L .\lacDonald and not Mr. Morgan. Notwithstanding 
. ''- .. :Tee shol'.'S that if anyone other than Chase and Arch 
· · U ':·.::J j, ~uiltv of any wrongdoing in connection with 
··.111,JCthm here involved, that person is Doc MacDonald. 
1 
; 1m anJ Arch MacDonald seek to recover from Morgan 
· · ·· .\h.r.:an Charitable Foundation. They make no claim 
. i: · L le,, i\facDonald. If Arch MacDonald and associates 
• :'"
1•.dir an action against Doc MacDonald, it may be 
··.: D,1: i\LicDonald is entitled to recover from Arch and 
'' Jte~ That may account for the fact that Arch MacDonald 
· '..I ;.ssociates are seeking to recover a judgment against 
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Morgan and the Morgan Charitable Foundation r·irh . 
against Doc MacDonald, or it may be that the .··. '· .. 
re b an J • 
ment between Arch MacDonald and Doc I\fa D . ' · 
C OOJ: 
they will not bring an action against Doc MacD . : ,-ona,,, . 
will produce certain evidence which he did give ~t ,-
and which was calculated to give support to th, c~., 
Arch MacDonald and associates. Thus Dor '" r ,· 
.... i\lllu 
testified that Arch MacDonald asked Mr. Morgan .ir ::., 
ing when the deal was made for the sale and purur"' 
the Leases whether or not Doc was to get a comm:ssi,:: 
also testified that at a meeting held sometime beflr'. 
meeting he and Mr. Chase met Mr. Morgan anJ J1,,_. 
the price that would be charged for the Leases. Mr. ~lur .. 
testimony is to the contrary. 
If the evidence given at the trial of this case 1: 1:1 
m the light of the various elements that are neces1.1 
establish by clear and convincing proof actionable frad . 
evidence is fatally defective to accomplish that purpos: ~ 
the representations relied upon by Arch MacDon:iid r: 
associates is that Arch MacDonald asked Mr. Mell. 
Doc MacDonald was to be paid a commission or '.c ·:·. 
any part of the money paid for the Leases, and that Mr :11 . 
in effect, replied that Doc was not to be paid a comll1' 
or to receive any of the money received in payment 0: 
Leases. It will be seen from the evidence heretofore qc 
that the version of Arch MacDonald and Mr. Chase " 
what was said are irreconcilable not only as to wha· ·· 
claim was said at the trial of this case, but also as tc · 
they claim was said at the trial of the case brought br n.~· 
The most that can be said of the testimony given in thi5 ·· 
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: )i ,l \\a:; to be paid the expenses he was put to in 
, .. tlw ~.eases, Arch MacDonald so testified. There 
' "- . . \'asr difference between being paid for one's ~ ~\;1,)f~l., .l 
1
," ,i'lu b-:!ni-: paid for services. Obviously Mr. Chase, 
'. , 1 : 
1 
> tcsti n. 1 ill\ is to be believed, was not obligated to 
, ,.
1
,, c\: e,ises ,,f Doc out of the money he was to receive 
,r, :: l' s~ 00 per acre. 
i. 
1
, obno·1~i) ::nmatenal \\ hether Doc MacDonald was 
,., f',iJLI lm expenses out of the money which Chase was 
·~ JJI c f rnm the money paid for the Leases or with money 
. ,,,,.:J from ;ome other source. 
\I, .\[llrt:an could not know whether Doc MacDonald 
,,~ :1c: pa1J ,1is expenses with money received from the 
, ·' ,,; me Ltases or from some other sources. He had a 
_111 tu .1~sume rhat Arch MacDonald and Doc MacDonald 
.Lei" 11 Jut rheir agreement was and that being engaged in 
.u:: :nte:prise they would live up to such agreement and 
: J'r<.rnrr to cast upon Mr. Morgan the burden of protecting 
:n 1·:;es, ot either against the other. 
; ):, ,, ;-; no evidence showing or tending to show that 
"' .\l1!ip<m intended that Doc MacDonald would act upon 
: '' w.:.n,..:cment agreed to by Arch MacDonald and Doc Mac-
li c!'""·; 1r1 anv manner calculated to injure either of the joint 
Jienturers. Mr. Morgan was dealing with the MacDonalds 
:'. Jrrn s length and as such owed no obligation to either to 
1 ~:i 11 rm the one of what he may have been told by the other. 
\rc!1 MacDonald knew that a commission was to be paid 
,:,: ~ervices rendered in securing the Leases. He knew that 
Dr MacDonald was to be paid the expenses he incurred in 
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connection with the deal. He so testified ariJ .. 
' ~t ! l\1. - . 
fur the entire trans:.iction would come our ·ir :. -
( -d\.. 
gave only one page of his contract with Sierr . ! 
',J _I·-· 
Company to his attorney, notwithstanding he beli~·i,~ 
the other portion thereof in his off ice in Califo:r.i .. 
While Arch MacDonald testiried that ht rc:;c, 
truth of what he claimed Mr. Morgan sa1J JnJ ..... 
have entered mto the contract had he kno\1 n rlw . 1 
Donald was to get part of the money pa1J tllr ~·;, _ 
the admitted facts belie such testimom. J\1orenw:r " .. 
; l.I,.. 
ties are agreed that the testimony of a witness .is r, , . 
tion or motive is weak because there is no \\ JY , : "·'. 
such testimony. Some courts hold that such :estm;l1:.\ 
admissible. Jones Commentating rm Etide11ce. S, .. 
868, and cases there cited. As heretofore poi:-:rerJ u1: 
MacDonald from the very inception of negotiati···m r. 
the Leases knew of the report of Dr. Stokes a~ to rl-.c i': .. 
of acquiring oil or gas from the land covered lw d:l· .. 
He frequently communicated with Dr. Stokes :ind I•,_ 
examine cuttings from the drillings of the \I ell nc :~.1c: · 
geologists on the job to assist Doc MacDonald. He : 
frequent trips to the well and spent every other 11 ct~ . . 
well during the time the well was being drilled Ham_ 
made his own investigation Arch MacDonaid mJ" ;·, 
heard to say that he relied upon the judgment or lJ~ " 
Donald. Leu·is v. White, 2 Utah (2d) 101. 269 Pa: '· 
865. See also 37 C.J.S., page 422. 
Arch MacDonald was without right to relr ur·" 0 
alleged statement of Mr. Morgan. \X'hen Arch MJci.A- · 
and associates entered into the joint adventure wd ~ -
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, \ :i:,,.1111 JnJ its President Doc MacDonald they, 
•
1
.' 1• t' .. il· ·cl.1t1t)11 of co-partners. It is so held b)· ' ... ~11 .. l' 
. _, .. :hi ,_ ,!)-.'.) liuerofure ured. That being so. Mr. 
..... i .. , .-:h: tu believe that Doc MacDonald and 
• : •• 1 ... ruld 
•,. t ! I l • I i ' 1 (~' ·, 
J... 11c\\ \\ h.1t the terms of the agreement 
,, ne tu opeure. Apparently Arch Mac-
l•.1\c the Cllurt understand that he Ind no 
. 1 thL 11, ,_.~rlll uf Doc MacDonald, and that Mr. 
... :· .ii , 11vct . .;o informed when asked if Doc Mac-
: , .:' 1,, ~'L f';uJ ,1 u1mmission or to receive any of the 
•.. ,_! , , ,1 rnc Leases. The la\v is well settled that one 
... :11 :_: 1 ·cku~ .1 dt)honest or incompetent agent is 
1• 'f'';1d i:1 LLun;1.:,:;es resulting from negligence in 
, .:, 'L·1,_·ct1,J11 111 this use if Arch MacDonald knew 
'"·''.i r, hclinc that Doc MacDonald was a fake or 
"., k ir.11 rllJt be heard to complain if he proved 
.h \l1·D()l1ald i..ne\\' him to be. If Arch MacDonald 
. :·' ll~·int tnterpnse with Doc MacDonald knowing 
.. 1:1. 1 11 as di~hunest, any loss that Arch MacDonald 
. • .. :. ,1rrcd 111 the venture by reason of the dishonesty 
.11.,,Donald was proxunately caused by Arch Mac-
1 t·\·lL1ates engaging with him in the joint venture. 
, '., -' 'litw c does not show that Arch MacDonald and 
• •.• r ... s1:,r.1111ed any proximate injury on account of any-
:11.1· .\lr ,\ltir,t.;an may have said. The Court will look 
·:· 111 imd ani' competent evidence which shows or tends 
!il.tt die 1uJgment of Doc MacDonald was influenced 
· '·' :i.:n.: thar 11.lr Morgan may have said. It is true that 
.!: \\JcDonald testified that the judgment of Doc Mac-
'- ::J;J 11 J~ so influenced. That evidence, however, is a mere 
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conclusion brought about by an attempt to requ· i
1 1re 1, r 11 
w the Morgan Foundation to bear the expense . ·'• 
S Ot "'" 
venture of Arch MacDonald and associates and tt.r , . 
Madre, and also to deprive the Mor_gan Charttablt r"L: 
of its Leases in violation of the contract entered ~· 
ILL· 
time of the agreement to purchase and sell the Lea't' 
In this connection we again call the atttr.ti•ir. 
Court to the testimony of Dr. Stokes and of the irn'J:-: 
versations had with him by Arch MacDonald comfT. 
at the time the contract was entered into and the fur:r· .. 
that Sierra Madre Oil Company and Doc ~b~Do:JJ:.; . 
to have an interest in the venture. 
\X'hat we have said is intended to apply genmi;1 . 
Findings which we have attacked under Point Three. H,,.,. 
Finding No. 4 under the heading Plaintiff's ComplN.· 
Finding No. 6 under heading No. 111 CounterLIJ:~ 
Nicholas G. Morgan, Sr., and Nicholas G. Mor~an '- 1 
table Foundation, require special mention. 
This Court has repeatedly held that the tnal c;1; r · 
find either affirmatively or negatively on all mate~:J1 ,, 
and a failure to do so is reversible error. Among such LJ'~ 
Baker v. Hatch, 70 Utah 1, 257 Pac. 673: P.;ptr : . r_ ;: 
Utah 342, 2 Pac. (2d) 909. Numerous orhtr U'r:' 
found in a footnote to the Utah report of the Ptfia u" 
where the same doctrine is followed. It will be ~een th.-
above mentioned so-called Findings are at most mn 
clusions. It will also be seen from readint: the r 1 ~-~ 
that there are a number of allegations therein whee · 
material and upon which no Findings were made. l'nJ~: · 
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, "' l li.1 \ c attackeJ a number of the F111J111gs 
·'. 
'.ll , 1,11 m 1>t thL ~lorgan Charitable Foundation fur 
·, ,,:, ·"'''u11t ,J! the luss of Leases here mvol\ed caused 
• :' , 1 c ii \1~h ~lacDonalJ anJ associates to pay the 
.;., :n·l .11lll 111 the event they ceased in their attempt 
, ,1 .c:.1, t , :etu r:1 the same to the Morgan Foundation. 
'.:IL 1,, rl'f11hm: .it s,>me length set out the evidence touch-
l . !.1. 1:1 :lut ,\rd1 f\LtcDonald gave notice that he and 
.,., , : .. •cs \\ Ul IHH gom,i.; further with their operations . 
• " 1.!t·ih c [,ti b I.tr short of a compliance with the terms 
, .irr.it: :\t rh<.: rune it is claimed the notice was given 
\t.,,Du•1,1i,J wd .1s,ouates were attempting to sell the 
"!T.t1t111l\ the rnmcrsat1on had with Mr. Peterson 
'· ,:·1:11;; •'I l•J"lS is r11e notice relied upon. Mr. Peterson 
L<!)t1 .111 llil1tcr er agent of the Morgan Charitable 
.:.1:."1· :i.1,1rct>\'c:r, the obligation of Arch MacDonald 
-~ ,, ., 1.ll<.:' \\ c1lt far beyond merely informing the Foun-
·1 ·!u :\rch 1\[acDonald and associates intended to cease 
1:. •lier 11 1 hc transaction. So also is there a total failure 
:1111 t:Ithn :\1cbolas G. Morgan, Sr., or the Nicholas 
.\\, , 011 .\r Cha ritahle Foundation breached the contract 
, ... >1-.t1! .. rnd if thev had. such fact would not relieve 
\ , t \L,d)ona!J anJ associates from their obligation to save 
1t·rrt·1ture d the Leases. 
I 11Jcr Llcts such as are here shown by the evidence even 
~ 11 ·r1 pos~1ble mference is indulged in favor of Arch Mac-
··1·>1uiJ and his associates, they were as a matter of law 
'.:(Jttil to mm1mize any damages that may have been caused 
· "beach of the contract. See 25 C.f.S., Sec. 33 and 34, pages 
,:, to ~04: 26 AM.fur. 760, and a long list of both state and 
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federal cases cited in footnotes, among which ca,t, . 
F/l!:I Co. i. Industriul Com., 76 Utah 141, 2s~ ~·­
fenkele z. Texus Cr, .. 54 Pac. (2<l) 425, 88 Utah ,
2
••· 
Before concludrng our argument 1n suppor'. ()t :r., 
of the tnal court in making various of it~ linJin~, . 
we direct the attention of the Court to v.iriuu~ ~taru'.,_ .. ,. 
in such Findings to the effect that N1chola~ Ci ,\\.,i. 
Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable foun<lat1011 J:iJ L 
Donald were making a secret profit out <Jf tht ,_!, 
Leases. The evidence is all to the effect thJt \,,:: 
Morgan had no personal interest in the Leasts. Ther !\. 
to the Charitable foundation. Mr. Morgan plJced . : 
for 640 acres which belonged to him in the Je.1l. \.. 
the Charitable Foundation was to get out of the J,. 
the value of the Leases. It was to get a prorit onl1 :; 
gas was found in commercial quantities. If the rc-,:,11 . 
Doc MacDonald is to be believed, he and the Siu·, 1'. 
are out money on the venture. We are not contend!!:~:'-.-·. 
MacDonald lost money on the deal. That 1s not , ,,:· ,, : 
But it is the concern of Mr. Lynch, of Mor gar. Jr: I 
Foundation if they are to be mulct out of mone1 :::, 
vanced to make the venture a success and \\ hich \· ' · 
Donald and associates were obligated to pay 
POINT FOUR 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKI~G CO\l. 
SIONS OF LAW NUMBERED 1, 2, 3 AND ) \\ITH: 
SPECT TO THE CROSS-CLAIM OF ARCH MJ,00\.'.c. 
ET AL., v. NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR., FOR THf ~: 
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I 'l ( 11 ( ( );\;(Ll SIO:\S OF LA\\' ;\RE i\OT 
' Lt: I 
ii·'.: I l) t,) I ITH IR THE E\'IDEi\CE OR THE Fll\D-
, ' \I \ ( l 
. ( ,, !,1,11.i1 ,it L1\\ J\,J. 2 \\e agam call the .1tte11t1on 
,,. 11,· i.111 \\lmli prnh1b1ts a party trnm rna111-
·" 1, n 111 1·Du11d part 1Jf a contract. and also :cl 
,,.1;1;.1J' t,11 .dk,~cd fr.1ud. 
1,,. ·11c rr1:1! '-mnt ha\'mg umcluded that Arch 1\lal-
1. li:;111,kri and Branden Enterprises \\ere Cl-
", :; ~·ur.1 i'-1.tdre Oil Company and Donald Mac-
;,,11· 1c1l1c-;s. 1. .my, is against Sierra l\ladre Oil 
.1::,l Uunald i\LtlDnnald. If as Arch MacDonald, 
·, ,1 ::, .! l)(l, J\lacDonald was known to be unreliable 
· \L11 [),H1.1U .1ml assouatcs are guilty of contributory 
, :: 1·1 c1;i..:.1:..:.r\Q in the: joint venture here involved 
1 J,. \L1d)1!fuld .md for that reason are precluded from 
i . 11, I 1111.1_:..:l's herem. 23 Am. fur. 960, Sec. l '55, 
, ,,,, :""' 1.t~cs are uted in footnotes to the text. 
POINT FIVE 
i Hf TRl:\L COURT ERRED IN MAKING ITS CON-
'..< :--iO:\ OF LA w· NO. 1 WITH RESPECT TO THE 
· 11 .\ll-'L'\I:\T 01' DFNNIS W. LYNCH WHEREIN IT 
'l'\iU'D[D THAT HIS COMPLAINT SHOULD BE 
: h~llSSED 
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The trial court erred in making its Con l 
C US1or 
numbered l under the heading Plaintiff's Com 
1 
.. p a1~1: 
said Conclusion of Law is without support in thr . 
and likewise without support in the Findings c,i i" 
is fatally defective, in that, it fails to contain an\ cw 
as to who is entitled to the $13,824.60. ' "'·· 
POINT SIX 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN MAKli\(; 1:~ 
CLUSIONS OF LAW WITH RESPECT TO THE CO\· 
CLAIM OF NICHOLAS G. MORGAN, SR .. ET 
ARCH MacDONALD, ET AL. 
\Ve adopt what is said under Point Three and r 1:. 
m support of this Point. We again call the attent:111~ 
Court to the law which requires one to minimm <ll<k 
stated in the text and cases cited in 15 Am. Jur .. pact :: 
424, Sec. 27, and 25 C.J.S., pages 499 to 504, Sec. · ,:, 
POINT SEVEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RENDERii\C. · 
MENT DISMISSING THE COMPLAINT OF DE\\ ' 
LYNCH. (R. 203). 
We adopt what has heretofore been said conwn::: 
error committed in the Findings of Fact and Condw 
Law in support of this Point. 
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POINT EIGHT 
1 
HI ll{l.\L < Ol .RT ERRED IN RENDERING ITS 
l\,\!J '-l D!:-:-.lb.SING THE CROSS-COMPLAINT OF 
-_" tjuL \:- c, .W)Rl;AN, SR .. AND NICHOLAS G. MOR-
' ,R t H:\RIT:\BLf FOt:NDATION AGAINST ARCH 
.. l ;. i\.\l.D \. L BRAl\:"DEN AND BRANDEN EN-
'\, _,, 1,,:1t ,,har has heretofore been said touching the 
. _, ,11 1 :1lt .rnJ C...mclusions of Law in support of this 
POI~T NINE 
i 1 :I ·1 Rl:\L COL'RT ERRED IN RENDERING JUDG-
., \ i 1 \... I,\ \'OR OF ARCH MacDONALD, A. L. BRAN-
::\ \\[; BR.-\NDEi\i ENTERPRISES AGAINST NICHO-
~ I, I .\IORl;1\:\. SR .. AND NICHOLAS G. MORGAN 
:t 1.'.\!'l .\llLF i'Ol NDATION FOR THE SUM OF $96,-
. -. TOCETHER \X'ITH INTEREST AND COSTS, OR 
I !\ \\) UT HER SUM. 
\\ c ic!orr what has been heretofore said in support of 
POINT TEN 
l HF TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO RENDER 
' :. ;)( ,\1E1\T IN FAVOR OF NICHOLAS G. MORGAN 
'r. l H -\RIT ABLE FOUNDATION AND AGAINST ARCH 
\'.i D00-':\LD, A. L. BRANDEN AND BRANDEN EN-
·: I F~PRJSES FOR THE VALUE OF THE LEASES WHICH 
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\X1ERF NOT REASSIGNED TO THE NICHOL:\'.\ ( 
G:\N SR. CHARITABLE fOUNDATIO~ A\[J I 
LOST HECALISE OF THE FAILURE OF ARCH .\! " 
ALO AND ASSOCIATES TO PAY THI: Rt.\!;:·: 
THE LEASES 11'\\'0L \'ED IN THIS CO:\ll\U\ ~· 
\\' e aJopt what has heretofore been sa1J in , .... 
-'···· 
this Point. 
POINT ELEVEN 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN F AILI:\(; TO RI.\ 
JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF DENNIS\\' L Y'.\CH :,'.. 
TIFF HEREIN, A \X' ARD ING TO HIM THr \l, 
HELD IN ESCROW, LESS THE MONEY TO !if \\ 
HELD TO PAY THE COSTS OF THE ESCRO\\' HIL 
\X' e adopt what has heretofore been sai<l in ,u~;\ 
.1 
this Point. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons above sta teJ Nicholas G. :.lnr '-" 
and Nicholas G. Morgan Sr. Charitable Foundannr 2:.:. 
the Judgment against them be reversed, and thJ~ rk · 
direct the trial court to again hear evidence tuuchrn,c th. 
of the Leases involved in this controversy. and hJ\Y: 
so render a judgment in favor of the Nicholas G. ~1<- · 
Charitable Foundation and against Arch MacDom;J 
Branden and the Branden Enterprises for the amou~· : · 
to be the value of the said Lease, and that this Co~": 
the trial court to render a judgment against all of the ~--
90 
. , J'.i ttll~ altlll!I ;J\\ arJmg to Dennis \\'. Lynch the 
•, , ,, " 1,,. k~s tht: $"100.00 to be p.uJ to the escrow 
·', ~i,.it Dcnrm \\' Lvnch. pl..unt!lt herein. J1spose 
., , 11 ,, i11 r he m.mrn:r pro\'rJeJ in the ass1p1ment 
··"' ·" 1 111 111 .ind th.it .tppcllants be awarJcJ then costs 
Respectfully submitted. 
ELl:\S HA0.'SEN 
-: 21-2() Continental Bank RuilJmg 
Salt Lake City I, L;tah 
,-J!lomc) for A{'pc//,11111. 
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